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1 Summary
This thesis studies digital signal processing solutions for enriching live guitar sound
by way of mixing-in octave-doubled versions of the chords and melodies performed
on the instrument in real-time. Following a review of techniques applicable for real-
time polyphonic octave doubling, four candidate solutions are proposed, amongst
which two novel methods: ERB-PS2 and ERB-SSM2. Performance of said can-
didates is compared to that of three state of the art effect pedal offerings of the
market. In particular, an evaluation of the added roughness and transient alter-
ations introduced by each solution in the output sound is conducted. The ERB-
PS2 method, which consists in doubling the instantaneous phases of the sub-bands
signals extracted with a constant-ERB-bandwidth non-decimated IIR filter bank,
is found to provide the best overall performance amongst the candidates. This
novel solution provides greatly reduced latency compared to the baseline pedals,
with comparable, and in some case improved, sound quality.

Keywords: digital signal processing, audio effect, pitch-shifting, multi-resolution
filter bank, short-time Fourier transform, auditory roughness, tran-
sient smearing, audio systems, music, spectral analysis
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols
˜ Identifies non-heterodyned passband version of sub-band signal
ˆ Identifies analytic version of a time domain signal
a Identifies analysis-related variable
A Amplitude
BWERB Effective output bandwidth (in ERB units)
d Latency
D Distortion (ratio)
∆f Bandwidth specification
f Subband modulation function
F Synthesis filter, in particular synthesis window (frequency domain)
fc Center frequency of a filter or sub-band
fs Sampling frequency
Ga Analysis crossover attenuation
GD Group delay
Gstop Stopband attenuation
Gt Target crossover attenuation
h Analysis filter, in particular analysis window (time domain)
H Analysis filter, in particular analysis window (frequency domain)
H{.} Hilbert Transform
k Subband index
K Number of filter bank sub-bands
KBQ Parameter for bi-quad filter coefficient value determination
L Window bandwidth from 0 Hz to first zero crossing (in bins)
LBH Blackman-Harris windows family parameter
m Modulator function
n Discrete time
N Window length (in samples)
O Overlap factor
q Quality factor
qC Sub-band distance filter bank design parameter
qERB Constant-ERB-bandwidth design parameter
qPS Sub-band frequency scaling factor
R Downsampling factor (a.k.a. hop size)
s Identifies synthesis-related variable
t Continuous time
U Audio-rate input sub-band signal (frequency domain)
V Audio-rate output sub-band signal before interp. filter (freq. domain)
WN e−i2π/N
x Input signal (time domain)
X Input signal (frequency domain)
y Output signal (time domain)
Y Output signal (frequency domain)
zleft Leftmost filter center frequency in ERB units
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γ Pitch shifting factor
τ Downsampled discrete time (a.k.a. frame index)
θ Phase
π Pythagoras’s constant
ω Angular frequency (rad/s)

Abbreviations
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
BLFWR Band-Limited Full-Wave Rectifying
COLA Constant Overlap Add
CPO2 Power of 2 (analytic signal)
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DSP Digital Signal Processor
FWR Full-Wave Rectifying
ERB Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth
FIR Finite Impulse Response
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GPGPU General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit
HWR Half-Wave Rectifying
IIR Infinite Impulse Response
ISTFT Inverse Short-Time Fourier Transform
PSOLA Pitch Synchronous Overlap and Add
PO2 Power of 2 (real-valued signal)
PS2 Phase Scaling for octave doubling
PV Phase Vocoder
RM2 Ring-Modulation for octave doubling
SOLA Synchronous Overlap and Add
SSM2 Single Sideband Modulation for octave doubling
STFT Short-Time Fourier Transform
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
WOLA Weighted Overlap and Add
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2 Introduction
A pitch shifting effect can easily be achieved by way of resampling an audio input
and playing it back according to the original sample rate, much in the same man-
ner as with a tape recording played at accelerated or reduced playback speed [18].
However, a contraction or extension of the input signal’s duration also result from
such operation. For real-time applications such contraction is workable only if it can
be reversed within the real-time delay constraint by a corresponding expansion, or
vice-versa, as in the case of the pitch vibrato effect1. By contrast, “pitch shifting”
commonly designates methods which preserve the time duration of the signal such
that an upwards or downwards pitch transposition effect can be sustained for an
extended amount of time. Providing a pitch transposition effect at low latency is
renowned to be a challenging task, especially for polyphonic audio inputs. This
work studies the special case of real-time polyphonic octave doubling for the guitar.

Traditionally, pitch shifting methods are classified in two categories: time do-
main and frequency domain techniques. Most time domain techniques achieve pitch
shifting through modification of the audio playback speed2 and compensate the
resulting time scale contractions or expansions by way of discarding or repeating
waveform segments of the audio input during playback such as in [48], [41], [25],
[18]. Frequency domain techniques rely on the short-time Fourier tranform (STFT)
and achieve a pitch shifting effect at least in part by way of modifications brought
to the Fourier transform bins. More specifically, these modifications aim to scale
the instantaneous phase of each Fourier sub-band while preserving frame-to-frame
phase coherence in the un-stretched output signal [23], [42], [12], [43], [36], [35].

The pitch shifting techniques mentioned above lead to artefacts that are specific
to each categories of methods. An abundance of literature addresses this topic, e.g.
[43], [34], [35]. However, the amount of latency incurred from these techniques seem
often considered a secondary issue and is rarely tackled, e.g. see [30], [37]. Moreover,
few publications aim specifically to provide short-delay implementations for real-
time applications such as live audio effects, e.g. see [24]. This is especially the case
of implementations applicable to polyphonic content with a relatively wide register
such as that of the guitar. However, two such solutions were recently proposed
by Juillerat in 2008 and 2010 [29], [28]. A similar observation can be made of the
industry’s offerings: effect pedals for the guitar carrying out single octave downwards
pitch-shifting of monophonic melodic lines have been introduced a relatively long
time ago, as early as 1982 in the case of Boss’s OC-2 pedal [9]. But octave doubling
of guitar chords with low latency and in a robust fashion has only been introduced
recently in the form of the POG effect pedals, first commercialised by Electro-
Harmonix in 2005 [22].

The current Master’s thesis work primarily aims to identify polyphonic pitch
shifting techniques of the art with a potential to provide an octave doubling effect in

1A vibrato effect of a given amplitude can be achieved with a fractional delay line of appropriate
length as determined from a predetermined pitch modulation amplitude [20], [31].

2PSOLA does not rely on changing the playback speed, although it also implies repositioning
of waveform segments one with regards to the other.
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real-time for the guitar instrument. Like Electro-Harmonix’s line of POG products,
the intended application of the effect is to provide glitch-less3 tonal enrichment of
guitar chords and melodies performed on the instrument by providing a pedal output
signal formed by a mix of the unprocessed input guitar signal with the octave-shifted
version of it. Detailed requirements follow.

2.1 Low Latency Requirement

Low latency is required from the pitch shifting process to avoid the generation of
an echo effect which is not intended to be part of the modified output sound in
a perceptible fashion. The literature suggests a latency below 10 ms is required
for percussive sound [32]. The guitar is a versatile instrument which allows various
style of playing some of which include rhythmic ornamentations and sharply plucked
notes. It can thus be assumed that this maximum latency requirement, formulated
for percussive instruments, also apply to the guitar. However, this ideal low latency
requirement can be relaxed to meet a lower performance standard found the case
being in tested POG pedals.

2.2 Steady-State Sound Quality Requirement

Such low latency must be achieved within a level of artefacts introduced in the
output sound by the pitch shifting stage. Specifically, the effect should not intro-
duce perceivable mistuned harmonic components. Moreover, it should ideally not
add more dissonance than that produced by an equivalent doubling of octaves as
performed on the instrument by the guitar player.

2.3 Transient Preservation Requirement

As a result from mixing the processed signal with the dry input guitar signal, detri-
mental effects, introduced by the pitch shifting stage on signal transients are ex-
pected to be perceptively masked at the pedal’s output. However, potential buyers
of such pedals typically test the quality of the pitch shifting effect taken individu-
ally by way of setting an effect level knob to a 100% wet position, whereby only the
pitch-shifted signal is transmitted at the output. In light of this commercial consid-
eration, the effect should introduce as little alterations as possible to the transient
components of the guitar sound.

2.4 Thesis Structure

A scientific background review for achieving low latency octave doubling is provided
in the next three sections of the thesis. Section 3 presents essential scientific back-
ground on the short-time Fourier transform and decimated uniform filter-banks. A

3Techniques relying on explicit pitch estimation and tracking are disregarded by this study, in
part for latency considerations but also because pitch estimation, and even more so polyphonic
pitch estimation, is inherently glitch-prone (at least in the case of the guitar).



review of selected pitch shifting techniques of the literature is presented in Section
4, including time domain techniques, frequency domain techniques and Juillerat’s
Rollers method, which is based on a non-decimated constant-Q IIR filter bank. Sec-
tion 3 serves as a foundation to the presentation of the frequency domain techniques
as well as to the discussion of their incurred latencies. Two novel pitch shifting so-
lutions are proposed in Section 5. It combines the sub-band phase scaling approach
found in phase vocoder methods with a non-decimated constant-ERB-bandwidth
complex IIR filter bank.

Section 6 presents four selected candidate solutions (amongst which said novel so-
lutions) and proposes evaluation methods for comparing their performance in terms
of the above mentioned requirements with that of three octave doubling effect pedal
models from Electro-Harmonix. The results of this evaluation are presented and
discussed in Section 7.
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3 Analysis-Synthesis with the Short-Time Fourier
Transform

3.1 Maximally Decimated Filter Banks
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Figure 1: Block diagram of a typical decimated filter bank.

Decimated Filter Bank Definition A typical example of a decimated filter
bank is represented in Figure 1 [54]. As pictured, a bank of narrowband filters
splits an input signal x(n) in K sub-band channels. Formally, these filters are called
analysis filters and are said to form an analysis bank. As pictured, downsampling
is applied at the output of each filter to minimise the bit rate of the system. In
particular, the principles of undersampling (also known as bandpass sampling) apply
for non-lowpass narrowbands of the bank, thus allowing for reconstruction of the
input signal downstream despite fold-over of the band around the Nyquist frequency.
Reconstruction, is achieved by upsampling the sub-band signal back to the input
rate and recombination through adder operators. In particular, the upsampling
operation is accomplished in each channel by an upsampler paired to a filter. These
filters are called synthesis filters and are said to form a synthesis bank.

Maximally Decimated Filter Bank A bank is maximally decimated when the
downsampling factor R is equal to the number K of bands of the filter bank [54],
[40]. In such case, the overall bit rate at the output of the analysis bank is equal
to that of the input signal. Figure 2 illustrates the magnitude spectrums of the
signals at each stage of the processing chain of a first design example of such a
filter bank. In this example, the analysis and synthesis filters are designed ac-
cording to the same passband-stopband attenuation and transition bandwidth (see
2-b). In particular, the transition band is made sufficiently narrow so as to pre-
vent any overlapping with the aliased images of the sub-band resulting from the
downsampling-upsampling operation (see 2-d and 2-e). Such a design succeeds in
preventing aliasing in the reconstructed signal (see 2-g). As pictured, said recon-
structed signal unfortunately presents significant dips at the junction of the bank’s
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Figure 2: Magnitude spectrum at each stage of the processing chain of a maximally
decimated filter bank with non-overlapping transition bands. Figure inspired from
[54].

filters. As noted by Vaidyanathan [54], boosting the transition bands back up to the
passband level could be achieved in theory by appropriate design of the synthesis
filters. As he notes however, this would lead to drastic boosting of noise level as
well. Specifying near-ideal transition bands is not practical either as it would require
overly long filters and result in high latency.

Aliasing Cancellation Figure 3 illustrates a second design example of maximally
decimated filter bank. As pictured, the analysis filters are designed with a broader
transition band such that overlapping is allowed to occur (see 3-b). In this fashion
no energy of the input signal is lost at the output of the analysis bank, by contrast
to the example of Figure 2. However, aliasing is allowed to occur following down-
sampling as pictured in the Figure (see 3-d). Despite this, perfect reconstruction is
nevertheless achieved at the output of the example as aliased components generated
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Figure 3: Magnitude spectrum at each stage of the processing chain of a perfect
reconstruction maximally decimated filter bank. Figure inspired from [54].

in neighbouring channels and located in shared overlapping transition bands cancel
out two-by-two as pictured in the Figure (see 3-g). This phenomenon is called alias-
ing cancellation. Its realisation requires appropriate design of the synthesis filters,
the non-trivial conditions of which are thoroughly described in the literature [54].

Oversampled Filter Banks Achieving robust implementations of audio effects
generally requires using oversampled filter banks, that is: decimated filter banks in
which the downsampling factor is smaller than the number of sub-band channels,
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that is R < K [51]4, [40]. Indeed, modifications brought to sub-band signals between
the analysis and synthesis banks typically break the channel-to-channel relationship
upon which aliasing cancelation depends. This is particularly the case of non-linear
modifications such as for example those carried-out by the modulation techniques
listed in table 3 (see Section 5). Carrying out sub-band processing at a higher
rate allows to prevent aliasing from occurring at the output of the downsampler in
the first place, a non-aliased reconstructed being thus achievable without relying
on aliasing cancelation. The strong COLA requirement presented in Section 3.3.3
ensures that the downsampled sub-band does not overlapp with its aliases (unlike
in Figure 3-d, see also Figure 7). In practice, an even higher processing rate is
often required to provide a guard band that prevents aliasing to result from the
non-linearities of the sub-band processing the case being.

3.2 Short-Time Fourier Transform

Classical Definition The classical definition of the Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) is given by [2], [54], [1], [51]5:

X(m,ωk) =
∞∑

n=−∞

x(n)h(n−mR)e−iωkn, (1)

where R denotes the hop size of the STFT. In this definition, the input signal and
complex exponential are fixed in time and the analysis window is shifted indepen-
dently. This leads to the complex baseband interpretation of the STFT [2]6. This
interpretation is represented in Figure 4 (left), in which:

WN = e−i2π/N . (2)

As pictured for a single band k of the STFT, the product of input signal with the
complex exponential corresponds to a frequency shift of the (real-valued) input signal
by an amount corresponding to the band’s center frequency ωk. This intermediate
signal is then lowpass filtered through window h(n). As pictured, the result is a
complex baseband signal.

Alternative Definition Another definition is often used, notably by Laroche [35].
It is that of the non-heterodyned STFT:

X̃(m,ωk) =
∞∑

n=−∞

x(n+mR)h(n)e−iωkn. (3)

This definition leads to the complex passband interpretation of the STFT [54]7.
This interpretation is represented in Figure 4 (right). In contrast to the complex

4http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Review_STFT_Filterbanks.html
5http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Mathematical_Definition_STFT.html
6p. 223
7pp. 466 & 480

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Review_STFT_Filterbanks.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Mathematical_Definition_STFT.html
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Figure 4: Complex baseband (left) and complex passband (right) block diagram
representations of the STFT (R = 1). Corresponding frequency representation for
the k = N/4 Fourier band. Inspired by [54] (pp. 465-467) and [2] (p. 223).

baseband interpretation, the input signal is time-shifted while the analysis window
and the complex exponential are fixed in time. The window and exponential thus
form a complex narrowband filter into which the input signal is filtered, resulting in
a passband signal and identified as such by the tilde marking in the non-heterodyned
STFT definition of Equation (3). In the complex passband representation of Figure
4 (right), said passband signal is frequency modulated to baseband so as to ensure
equivalence with the complex baseband representation and classical definition of the
STFT given by Equation (1).

3.3 The STFT Analysis-Synthesis Scheme

3.3.1 Decimated Filter Bank Representations

The Inverse Short-time Fourier Transform (ISTFT) is carried out by reversing, for
each frequency band k, the operations accomplished to produce the complex base-
band or complex passband representations described above. Cascading of STFT
and a ISTFT yields a system represented in Figure 5. Such a system performs a
frequency component analysis of the incoming signal followed by a re-synthesis of
said input signal by way of recombination of its sub-band components extracted at
the analysis stage.

An intermediate frequency domain processing of the sub-bands can be accom-
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Figure 5: Analysis-synthesis with the STFT. a) Following complex baseband repre-
sentation of STFT b) Following complex passband representation of STFT. Inspired
by [2] (p. 223).

plished between the analysis and synthesis stage. The resulting analysis-transform-
synthesis architecture serves as a foundation for numerous audio signal processing
techniques, of which phase vocoder time stretching and phase vocoder pitch shifting.

As discussed above the purpose of the frequency shift terms W km
N/R in Figure 5

b) is to modulate the complex passband signal to baseband. These optional terms
results from the difference between definitions (1) and (3). It is employed in the
figure to ensure equivalence of the frequency representations at the entrance of the
spectrum transformation block (Figure 5-a and 5-b). This step is typically discarded
in practical applications and a transformation is carried out directly on the passband
signals X̃(m,ωk).

3.3.2 Weighted Overlap-Add Representation

In practice, the STFT can be implemented by a uniform discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) filter bank in which, in the absence of zero-padding, the number of sub-band
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Figure 6: a) Uniform DFT filter-bank derived from the complex passband repre-
sentation of the STFT found in Figure 5-b. The DFT and IDFT blocks follow
non-causal definitions in this schematic representation. b) Equivalent Weighted
Overlap-Add (WOLA) representation with a causal FFT algorithm. Inspired by [2]
(p. 225).

channels K of the bank is equal to the number of window coefficients N . Corre-
spondingly, the uniform DFT filter bank representation of Figure 6-a can be derived
from the simple filter bank topology of Figure 5-b by application of polyphase de-
composition and noble identities [54]. It follows that the coefficients of the window
are distributed vertically in Figure 6-a. Inspection reveals this representation to
be equivalent to the Weighted Overlap-Add representation (WOLA) [12], [1], repre-
sented in Figure 6-b and further discussed in what follows.

The WOLA representation of the STFT is pictured in the schematic diagram of
Figure 6-b. It consists in a practical implementation of the STFT using the discreet
Fourier transform (DFT) on a block-by-block basis for the processing of the input
signal. Where N denotes the analysis window length. Thus the STFT is carried
out by DFT computation over successive segments, called blocks or frames, of the
input segment. Each input frame is resynthesized by means of the inverse discrete
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Fourier transform (IDFT) and recombined in an overlap-add fashion at the output
of the system.

As represented in Figure 6, the analysis-transformation-synthesis scheme is per-
formed according to a step size, hereafter called hop size, whose value actually cor-
responds to the downsampling factor R. Increasing the hop size is thus equivalent
to applying greater downsampling to the sub-bands. Conditions on the window and
hop size regarding aliasing are discussed in the following Section. Advantageously,
the DFT can be implemented using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm for
reduced computation complexity [8].

3.3.3 Choice of Window and Overlap

Constant Overlap-Add Assuming no spectral transformation is performed in
the sub-band, the analysis-synthesis scheme provides aliasing cancellation and per-
fect reconstruction under the Constant Overlap-Add (COLA) requirement formu-
lated by Smith [51]8:

∞∑
m=−∞

h(n−mR) = 1 ∀n ∈ Z. (4)

The time-shifted replications of the window in WOLA can be interpreted as
a time-domain aliasing phenomenon resulting from a sampling of said window in
frequency [51]9. This is expressed by the Poisson Summation Formula:

∞∑
m=−∞

h(n−mR) =
1

R

R−1∑
k=0

H(ωk)eiωkn ωk =
2πk

R
, (5)

where the right handside expression can be interpreted as the IDFT of the window’s
frequency response sampled with step 2π/R.

Weak COLA The above mentioned time-domain aliasing phenomenon simplifies
upon recombination to unit value, and thus meets COLA requirement (4), when
said sampled frequency response is nill for all nonzero multiples of 2π/R, i.e. if and
only if the frequency sample values are nil except at k = 0, or formally [51]10,11:

∞∑
m=−∞

h(n−mR) = 1, ∀n ∈ Z ⇔ H(ωk) = 0, |k| = 1, 2, 3...R− 1. (6)

∞∑
m=−∞

h(n−mR) =
1

R
H(0). (7)

This condition is met by the window of examples a) and b) of Figure 7.
8http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Mathematical_Definition_STFT.html
9http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Poisson_Summation_Formula.html

10http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Frequency_Domain_COLA_Constraints.html
11http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Strong_COLA.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Mathematical_Definition_STFT.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Poisson_Summation_Formula.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Frequency_Domain_COLA_Constraints.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Strong_COLA.html
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Figure 7: Magnitude response of window examples (full line) and their respective
closest rightwards aliased image (dashed line) for maximum value of downsampling
factor R as determined with: a) Weak COLA criterion R = N

L
. b), c) Relaxed strong

COLA criterion R = N
2L
. L denotes the window’s lowpass bandwidth in frequency

bins as measured at the first zero crossing.

Strong COLA Of course such a condition is all the more ensured when the fre-
quency response of the window is ideally bound to the downsampled Nyquist band
[−π/R, π/R], or formally [51]12:

H(ω) = 0, |ω| ≥ π

R
. (8)

Relaxed Strong COLA In practice, the strong COLA requirement can be par-
tially met by means of window designs specified according to predefined stopband
gains, such that the main lobe of the downsampled sub-band signal do not over-
lap with that of its aliased image, but nevertheless receives interference from the
stopband components of said aliased image. Thus the author proposes a relaxed
formulation of Smith’s strong COLA criterion (8) as follows:

H(ω) ≤ Gstop, |ω| ≥ π

R
. (9)

12http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Strong_COLA.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Strong_COLA.html
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where Gstop denotes the stopband attenuation. This condition is met by examples
b) and c) in Figure 7. The relaxed strong COLA requirement ensures that perfect
reconstruction is at least approximately met.

Choice of window Perfect reconstruction depends both on the window(s) and
downsampling factor used in the STFT analysis-synthesis system [51]. Figure 7
represents the magnitude response of two windows of identical main lobe bandwidth.
The first window example has zero crossings uniformly distributed on the frequency
axis, unlike the second window example. Two downsampling factors are considered
for this first window. The weak COLA criterion provides a first downsampling
value R = N

L
which results in the frequency representation in Figure 7-a. This value

corresponds to a higher bound under which perfect reconstruction can be ensured for
this specific window. The relaxed strong COLA criterion provide a more conservative
bound of value R = N

2L
which prevents overlap between the main lobe of the window

and that of its aliased image. The corresponding frequency representation is given in
7-b. It can be noted that the weak COLA requirement is ensured in this case as well,
although with higher sampling rate in the sub-band compared to 7-a. By contrast,
the second window example also meets the relaxed strong COLA requirement with
said conservative value R = N

2L
as pictured in Figure 7-c. It thus suppresses aliased

frequency components down to the level of its stop-band. However it does not meet
the weak COLA criterion and therefore only approximates perfect reconstruction
when R > 1.

Blackman-Harris Window Family Like the first window example of Figure 7-a
and 7-b, the windows of the Blackmann-Harris family present uniform distribution
of their zeros on the unit circle as required by the Weak COLA condition, and thus
form admissible candidates when perfect reconstruction is sought [26], [51]13. The
coefficients of each window of the family is determined by the following general
expression [51]14:

hBH(n) = hR(n)

LBH−1∑
l=0

αlcos
(
l
2πn

N

)
, (10)

where hR(n) is a rectangular window:

hR(n) =

{
1 n ∈ [−N−1

2
, N−1

2
]

0 otherwise.
(11)

Parameter LBH controls the number of summation terms in the definition. In par-
ticular:

• LBH = 1 yields the rectangular window,

• LBH = 2 yields the generalized Hamming family of windows,
13http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Example_COLA_Windows_WOLA.html
14http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Blackman_Harris_Window_Family.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Example_COLA_Windows_WOLA.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Blackman_Harris_Window_Family.html
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• LBH = 3 yields the Blackman window family.

Table 1 gives the coefficient value for well-known windows of the Blackman-Harris
family, amongst which the Hann, Hamming and Blackman windows. A summary of
applicable higher bound values for R following the COLA criterions is given in Table
2. Part of these values were determined by the author while a significant number
are reproduced from [51].

Window LBH α
Hann 2 α0 = 0.54, α1 = −0.46
Hamming 2 α0 = 0.5, α1 = −0.5
Blackman (classic) 3 α0 = 0.42, α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.08

Table 1: Examples of windows of the Blackman-Harris family [51].

Single Window LBH Weak COLA Overlap Strong COLA Overlap
Rectangular 1 R ≤ N − 1 ≥ 0% R ≤ (N − 1)/2 ≥ 50%
Hann 2 R ≤ (N − 1)/2 ≥ 50% R ≤ (N − 1)/4 ≥ 75%
Hamming 2 R ≤ (N − 1)/2 ≥ 50% R ≤ (N − 1)/4 ≥ 75%
Blackman 3 R ≤ (N − 1)/3 ≥ 66.6% R ≤ (N − 1)/6 ≥ 83.3%
Blackman-Harris 4 R ≤ (N − 1)/4 ≥ 75% R ≤ (N − 1)/8 ≥ 87.5%

Table 2: Weak and Strong COLA criterions as determined from parameter LBH of
window examples of the Blackman-Harris family.

Combined Analysis and Synthesis Windows In the case of a filter bank com-
prising both an analysis window and a synthesis window, the COLA conditions must
be met for the frequency response of the combined (i.e. multiplied) window func-
tions [51]15. When both windows are not rectangular, this typically leads to lower
admissible values for the downsampling factor. For example, perfect reconstruction
is ensured for downsampling values under R = N/3 in the case where Hann windows
of equal duration are used upon analysis and synthesis [51]16. This justifies usage of
the overlap ratio of 75% often mentioned in the literature in such case [44]17. Meet-
ing the relaxed Strong COLA criterion requires further halving the downsampling
factor to R = N/6. Another design solution consist in taking the root values of the
coefficient of a COLA-compliant window such as one listed in Table 2 to form the
analysis and the synthesis window [51]18.

15http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/PSF_Weighted_Overlap_Add.html
16http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Example_COLA_Windows_WOLA.html
17p. 276
18http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Choice_WOLA_Window.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/PSF_Weighted_Overlap_Add.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Example_COLA_Windows_WOLA.html
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Choice_WOLA_Window.html
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3.3.4 Incurred Delay

Group Delay Group delay represents the amount of delay in seconds suffered
by a frequency component’s amplitude envelope. In this definition, said amplitude
envelope is band-limited such that its width covers the a frequency band around ω
where the phase response of the Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system is approximately
linear [49]19. It is formally defined as:

GD(ω) , − d

dω
θ(ω), (12)

where θ(ω) denotes the phase response of the LTI system. In particular, group delay
is constant across the frequency scale for linear phase Finite Impulse Response filters
(FIR) and corresponds to half the order of the filter :

GD =
N − 1

2
, (13)

where N denotes the number of coefficients of the filter.

Audio Rate Filter Bank Inspection of Figure 5 reveals that, in the absence
of spectral modifications, the delay incurred in each sub-band corresponds, in the
absence of downsampling (i.e. when R = 1), to the cumulated group delays of the
corresponding analysis and synthesis filters:

GDfb(k, ω) = GDa(k, ω) +GDs(k, ω). (14)

In the case where the analysis lowpass prototype filter H(z) and the synthesis
lowpass prototype filter F (z) are formed by symmetric windowing function, the
above equation simplifies to :

GDfb = GDa +GDs. (15)

In the case where the windows are of equal lengths, the overall delay thus corre-
sponds approximately to window duration:

GDfb = N − 1. (16)

Downsampled Filter Bank In the presence of downsampling (i.e. when R 6= 1),
the filter bank is a Linear Periodically Time-Variant (LPTV) system with period R
[40]20. However, when the weak COLA requirement is met for the analysis-synthesis
window pair, perfect reconstruction is ensured and the filter bank simplifies to a LTI
system. Its group delay then corresponds approximately to the window duration as
above.

19https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/fp/Group_Delay.html
20p. 17

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/fp/Group_Delay.html
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4 Pitch Shifting Techniques

4.1 Time Domain Techniques

Most time domain techniques, with the notable exception of PSOLA, achieve pitch
shifting through accelerated or reduced audio playback speed and compensate the
resulting time scale contractions or expansions by way of discarding or repeating
waveform segments of the audio input during playback.

Ring Buffer Technique A simple solution consists in saving the digital audio
input in a ring buffer following a revolving memory address while simultaneously
providing a playback output read from another revolving memory address pointer
progressing at a different speed, as proposed by Lee [38]. In this solution, the splicing
of the waveform segments is carried out independently from the audio input content
according to the difference of record and playback speeds: A waveform segment is
discarded or repeated each time one memory address pointer overtakes the other.
Upon the moment where splicing happens a “very objectionable discontinuity” occurs
according to Lee.

SOLA Methods have been proposed to minimise the effect of such splicing arte-
facts. In particular, overlapping segments are employed in Synchronous Overlap
Add (SOLA) methods first introduced by Roucos, Makhoul et al. [48], [41]. An ex-
tension or contraction of the input signal duration is achieved in these methods by
repositioning each overlapping segment with regard to its neighbour in a telescopic
fashion. Splicing is then conducted within each overlapping portion of the reposi-
tioned segments along an interval corresponding to the highest similarity between
the spliced segments. In practice, this is achieved by way of a fine-tuned position
reajustment to synchronize the pair of segments’ similar portions to said interval.
Various measures of similarity have been proposed, a comparison of which is given
by Dorran [16].

PSOLA Another notable solution is the Pitch-Synchronous Overlap and Add
(PSOLA) method proposed by Moulines and al. [25], which was proposed specifically
for processing of the human voice. It consists in determining glottal pulse timings
with the assistance of a pitch detector and modifying the instantaneous period of
the audio input by displacing (and eventually discarding or duplicating) waveform
segments, each containing one glottal pulse, according to pitch-scaled glottal pulse
timings. Pitch shifting is thus achieved without relying on resampling, unlike SOLA
(see above). This yields a significant advantage as the spectrum enveloppe is pre-
served, thus avoiding the “chipmunk” effect which is characteristic of methods relying
on resampling.

Real-Time Implementation An appealing real-time implementation of a time
domain pitch shifting method related to SOLA has been proposed by Haghparast
et al. [24]. The proposed method is based on Lee’s ring buffer technique. The
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signal read from the ring buffer is resampled on-the-fly according to a real-time user
definable pitch factor parameter. Splicing artefacts are minimised by way of forcing
the read pointer to jump backwards so as to prevent it from overtaking the write
pointer, or forward so as to prevent the write pointer from overtaking it. When
repositioned in such way, the read pointer is made to land in an area of the ring
buffer memory bearing a high level of similarity to the area it has left and a cross
fade is performed, as in traditional SOLA method.

Applicability to Polyphonic Octave Doubling Time domain methods, es-
pecially SOLA techniques, are particularly efficient but tend to produce transient
skipping or repetition, especially for large pitch shifting factors [39]. Moreover, these
methods explicitly (PSOLA) or implicitly (SOLA) rely on the assumption that the
audio input is periodic at least to some degree which make them a priori ill-fitted for
polyphonic pitch transposition. High quality polyphonic audio pitch transposition is
actually achievable but limited to pitch shifting factors under 15% [33]. For higher
pitch shifting factors, especially above 50%, frequency domain techniques generate
less artefacts [33], [30].

4.2 Frequency Domain Techniques

Frequency domain techniques rely on the STFT (see previous Section 3.1) and
achieve a pitch shifting effect at least in part by way of modifications brought to the
Fourier transform bins [23]. In particular, these modifications aim to scale the in-
stantaneous phase of each Fourier sub-band while preserving frame-to-frame phase
coherence in the un-stretched output signal. Phase vocoder techniques achieves
this through implicit or explicit estimation of the instantaneous frequency in the
sub-band. By contrast, the OCEAN method, see Section 4.2.1, assumes the instan-
taneous frequency in each sub-band to be equal to its center frequency [28].

These techniques are known to provide better results for polyphonic material.
They are further described hereafter. For notational convenience and to more di-
rectly reflect practical implementations, spectral transformations are denoted as
carried out on the downsampled passband signals X̃(ω, k) as provided by common
FFT algorithms, i.e. no modulation to baseband is conducted in the sub-bands
contrary to the representations of Figures 5 and 6.

4.2.1 OCEAN Method

Juillerat teaches to scale the frequency location of the STFT sub-bands by shifting
the bins of the transform to modified index positions so as to achieve a pitch shifting
effect [28]. In particular, achieving a doubling of octaves requires repositioning each
bins towards a doubled index position.

Maintaining horizontal phase coherence for each displaced bin is accomplished
by rotating its phasor according to the bin displacement. In the specific case of
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octave doubling, the in-frequency modification can be formally expressed as:

Ỹ (m, k) =

{
X̃(m, k

2
)e−i2π

k
2
m mod O

O k even
0 k odd,

(17)

where O = N
R

denotes the overlaping factor, mod denotes the modulo operator and
m denotes the frame index (in other words the downsampled sample time index).

Given the above the vertical phase coherence is exactly preserved every Oth
frame, that is for each frame of index m that verifies:

m mod O = 0. (18)

For other frames, it is preserved within each group of bins sharing the same
phase rotating term according to Equation (17). Juillerat notes this results in a
transient duplication artefact, as the frequency components of an impulse-like signal
are distributed amongst as much as O groups of bins at each frame, and shifted
according to the phase value of said group.

The bin repositioning operation and the phase propagation expression arbitrarily
assumes that the frequency of the sub-band’s content matches the center frequency
of the sub-band. This results in mistuning as for the Rollers method, as well as in
amplitude modulation.

In practice, a window must be applied upon the re-synthesis stage so as to taper
sharp edges arising at the border of the pitch shifted frame as a result of the circular
convolution effect of the phase adjustment according to (17) conducted in frequency
domain.

Given the above, the OCEAN method can be interpreted as an efficient way
of approximating a single-sideband modulation of each Fourier sub-band towards
the next octave. Specifically, the modulation is accomplished from the combined
operation of bin repositioning, phase rotation and inverse Fourier transform. By
contrast to audio-rate sub-band single-sideband modulation which is conducted on
a sample-by-sample basis, the single-sideband modulation is performed in the case of
the OCEAN algorithm on a frame-by-frame basis. The two techniques are equivalent
when the hop size is set to 1.

Latency Figure 8 represents the output of the OCEAN pitch shifting technique
in response to an impulse test signal. In this example the analysis and synthesis
windows are about 20 ms in length and the overlap is 75% (O = 4). As pictured,
some impulse image duplicates fold back in time by effect of circular convolution
such that the overall response spreads to an earlier start than the 20 ms latency that
is expected from the STFT filter bank in the absence of in-frequency transformation.
The response is given for different impulse time offsets with regards to the window
timings of the STFT. As pictured the worst case offline latency produced as measured
from the input pulse to the earliest transient duplicate corresponds to the window
duration minus one hop in this case.
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Figure 8: Output waveform of a causal implementation of the OCEAN pitch-shifting
method (blue) in response to an impulse signal input (black). Various timing offsets
of said impulse with regards to a the start of the analysis window (i.e. at 0 ms)
are pictured. In this example, the overlap factor is four. The window and hop
duration are approximately 20 ms and 5 ms respectively. Black dotted lines mark
the timings for the start of each shifted window. As pictured the worst case offline
latency produced by the method is 15 ms which corresponds to the window duration
minus one hop.

4.2.2 Phase Vocoder: Time Stretching and Resampling Method

The phase vocoder can be defined as a “STFT representation by means of amplitude
and frequency” [47], although some phase vocoder techniques only make implicit use
of instantaneous frequency without estimating it explicitly.

According to a first technique, pitch shifting is carried out by the combination
of time-stretching and resampling, [2], [17]. For example, in the case where an
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upwards pitch shift to the next octave is sought, a doubling of the input signal’s
length is first accomplished. The resulting stretched signal is then downsampled
by the same factor, effectively shortening the signal back to its initial un-stretched
duration while, at the same time, stretching the frequency scale. This perceptively
translates to a doubling of octaves. Other integer or rational pitch-shifting factor
values can be employed. In particular, for values lower than one, the input signal is
first contracted before being upsampled back to its initial length, thereby achieving
a downwards pitch shift.

RaRa

Rs Rs
t

t

RaRa
t

a)

b)

c)

Figure 9: Schematical representation of the phase vocoder time stretching and re-
sampling method for octave doubling. a) Input signal’s analysis frames as distributed
according to analysis hop size Ra. b) Synthesis frames as distributed according to
synthesis hop size Rs = 2Ra. The signal is resampled after recombination of frames.
c) Implementation variant in which each frame is resampled prior to recombination
[2]. This variant is suitable for real time implementations of the method.

Horizontal Phase Propagation In practice, the STFT is typically implemented
using an FFT algorithm and following the WOLA analysis-synthesis scheme (see
Section 3.3.2) [42], [10]. However, unlike in the diagram of Figure 6, the synthesis
and analysis hop sizes are set to differ by a factor corresponding to the pitch factor:

Rs = γRa, (19)

where Rs denotes the (corrected) synthesis hop size, Ra the analysis hop size and
γ the pitch factor. Depending on implementations, either Ra or Rs can be set to a
fixed value while the other is ajusted according to (19) [4].
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Figure 9 represents the case of a doubling of octaves. Correspondingly, the
analysis hop size in a) is twice that in b) which translates into a wider positioning
offset of each frame relative to the previous, i.e. an increase of Rs−Ra (compared to
the perfect reconstruction case). Phase continuity of the frequency components of
the input signal is preserved across the repositioned frames by preventively rotating,
prior to synthesis, said components short-time phase values provided by the STFT.
Such conservation of phase continuity of the components’ phases along the time axis
is called horizontal phase coherence, in reference to the abscissae axis which usually
represents time in time-frequency representations (while frequency is represented
extending along the vertical axis). Under the ideal assumption that each sub-band
contains nothing more than a single pure tone, the corrected phase value for the
sub-band follows from frame to frame, a recursive phase propagation formula from
frame to frame [35]:

θ̃s(m, k) = θ̃s(m− 1, k) +
Rs

Ra

∫ tm

tm−1

ω̃(t, k)dt, (20)

where θ̃s denotes the synthesis phase, ω̃(t, k) denotes the time-continuous instanta-
neous frequency of said pure tone in the kth band. The integral term of the above
expression represents a phase increment of the pure tone that occured between cur-
rent frame m and previous frame m− 1.

Phase propagation depends on proper estimation of said phase increment. De-
noting ω̃′(m, k) the estimated value at frame m of the instantaneous frequency ω̃ for
the pure tone located in the kth bin, an estimation ∆θ̃′(m, k) of the phase increment
can be formulated as follows:

∆θ̃′(m, k) = Raω̃
′(m, k). (21)

Phase increment estimation and instantaneous frequency estimation thus form a
single problem. A discussion on this question follows.

Instantaneous Frequency Estimation For values of the analysis hop size greater
than one, instantaneous frequency estimation requires the implementation of an un-
wrapping procedure to take account for the (intentional, see Section 3.1) frequency
fold-over effect that occur in the sub-band as a result of undersampling. This un-
wrapping procedure is based on the following decomposition of the instantaneous
frequency ω̃(t, k) [2] [35]:

ω̃(t, k) =
2πk

N
+ ω(t, k), (22)

where ω(t, k) denotes the complex baseband frequency offset and 2πk
N

represents
the kth sub-band’s center frequency as pictured in Figure 10 a). Accordingly, the
estimated phase increment from frames m− 1 to m is given by [35]:

∆θ̃′(m, k) = Ra
2πk

N
+ ∆θ′(m, k), (23)
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Figure 10: Illustrative representation of the phase unwrapping operation. a) Audio
rate band: Frequency representation of a pure tone located in the passband of
a sub-band channel before downsampling (in this example R = 2 and k = 1).
b) Downsampled sub-band: Corresponding passband phase increment (left) and
calculated unwrapped baseband increment (right). c) Audio rate band: Estimated
instantaneous frequency as determined from said unwrapped increment.

where ∆θ′(m, k) denotes the baseband phase increment estimate. This estimate is
itslef given by [35]:

∆θ′(m, k) = princarg[θ̃a(m, k)− θ̃a(m− 1, k)−Ra
2πk

N
], (24)

where θ̃a(m, k) and θ̃a(m−1, k) denotes the phase measurement acquired for the cur-
rent frame and previous frame respectively, and princarg is the principal argument
function.

An illustrative representation of formulas (23) and (24) the above formula is
given in Figure 10. As pictured, the procedure essentially consists in finding a valid
value for the phase increment in the sub-band’s bandwith given the downsampling
factor and a measured (wrapped) phase increment.

Vertical Phase Coherence The phase vocoder is known for creating a phasiness
artefact [34], [35], [28]. Puckette teaches that the source of this artefact lies in the
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phase misalignment upon re-synthesis of contributions generated by neighbouring
sub-bands channels [43]. Such misalignment produces amplitude modulations on an
input pure tone simultaneously located in the overlapping sub-bands of said neigh-
bouring channels. A solution to this problem is to conduct in-frequency processing
of the signal in such way that the relative phase relation between neighbouring sub-
bands corresponding to the same pure tone is maintained. Such alignement of the
phase across the frequency bands of the short-time spectrum is called vertical phase
coherence. This name results from the fact that the frequency is usually represented
by the vertical axis in time-frequency representations.

Laroche teaches to reformulate Equation (20) to express the synthesis phase
value at frame m in terms of an initial synthesis phase value and a cumulative phase
increment [35]:

θ̃s(m, k) = θ̃s(0, k) +
Rs

Ra

∫ tm

0

ω̃(t, k)dt, (25)

where said cumulated phase increment is given by the integral term and can be
estimated by frame-to-frame accumulation of the individual estimated increments
according to (23):

θ̃s(m, k) = θ̃s(0, k) +
Rs

Ra

m∑
l=1

Ra
2πk

N
+ ∆θ′(m, k) (26)

Substituting Rs/Ra = γ and (24) into (26) yields the following result [35]:

θ̃s(m, k) = θ̃s(0, k)− γθ̃a(0, k) + γθ̃a(m, k) + γ
m∑
l=1

2λl(k)π, (27)

where λl(k) is an integer and 2λl(k)π denotes the wrapped phase component at
frame m.

Inspection of (27) reveals two sources of phase incoherence if we assume that the
instantaneous phase measurement θ̃a(m, k) is identical across the neighbouring (and
overlaping) channels in which the pure tone is located21. The first source of error lies
in the initial phase terms θ̃s(0, k) and θ̃a(0, k). Laroche teaches to set, in each band,
the synthesis phase term θ̃s(0, k) to the measured phase term θ̃a(0, k) scaled by the
stretch factor γ [35]. This ensures that these terms vanish in the above expression
which thus becomes:

θ̃s(m, k) = γθ̃a(m, k) + γ

m∑
l=1

2λl(k)π. (28)

Integer Pitch Factor Case The second source of phase incoherence is the cu-
mulated phase unwrapping term. Fortunately this terms simplifies to a multiple of

21This is the case in the absence of interference provided by a circular shift of the input signal
frame has been performed before application of the Fourier transformation as described in Section
3.3.2.
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2π for integer values of γ, λ being also an integer. In that case equation (28) further
simplifies to:

θ̃s(m, k) = γθ̃a(m, k). (29)

Of course, the above equation applicable to octave doubling, i.e. for γ = 2. A
possible formulation of the corresponding spectral transformation is given by:

Ỹ (m, k) = |X̃(m, k)|e2i∠X̃(m,k). (30)

Explicit evaluation of the trigonometric term can be avoided following the equiv-
alent formulation below:

Ỹ (m, k) = X̃(m, k)
X̃(m, k)

|X̃(m, k)|
. (31)

Non-Integer Pitch Factor Case Although not directly releavant in the case of
octave doubling, the case of non-integer pitch factor is discussed hereafter for com-
pleteness. For non-integer values of γ, the cumulated phase unwrapping term is not
a multiple of 2π but is nevertheless expected to be of equal value across neighbouring
sub-bands under the influence of a common pure tone. Laroche notes that phase
coherence across the bands is maintained as long as this equality remains, which
is however doubtful outside the ideal case of an ever lasting sinusoid of constant
frequency: any temporary interruption of the pure tone will lead to permanent di-
vergence of the values of the summation term of equation (28) across the sub-bands
as a consequences of determinations of said summation term values upon the noise
background [35]. Since these values are determined frame by frame in a cumula-
tive fashion, the loss of vertical phase coherence will affect permanently any future
resynthesized pure tone, as noted by Laroche.

Some level of vertical phase coherence can nevertheless be ensured by means of
phase-locking techniques which attempt to re-establish vertical phase coherence a
posteriori following the horizontal phase propagation step and before the synthesis
bank. In particular, loose phase locking was proposed by Puckette [43]. This tech-
nique consists in assigning to each sub-band a synthesis phase term corresponding
to the weighted average phase of the sub-bands of the close neighbourhood. Laroche
proposes an alternative phase-locking solution with improved results and which rely
on a peak detection algorithm [35].

Choice of Window Duration and Hop Size The above presentation of the
Phase Vocoder technique implicitly relied on the assumption that at most only a
single pure tone is present at once in each band. For such assumption to approxi-
mately hold typically requires using relatively high order analysis filters to ensure
sufficient frequency resolution. This is in particular required for polyphonic signals
which typically contain numerous and therefore potentially closely located partials.
Lack of frequency selectivity leads to increased instantaneous frequency estimation
error [45].

Moreover, the downsampling factor should be set in such way that a guard band
is provided between the passband of the downsampled sub-band and its aliased
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image, so as to prevent high-frequency components generated from the non-linear
processing to leak into said passband as aliased terms. In practice the downsampling
factor should not be set above half the value defined by the relaxed strong COLA
requirement (see Section 3.3.3).

Latency The amount of latency introduced by the Phase Vocoder technique is
not a well-documented phenomenon [37]. Empirical investigations conducted by the
author have lead to the hypothesis that, in the specific case of an integer pitch factor
value and following Equation (29), it corresponds to the perfect reconstruction filter
bank delay as expressed by Equation (15). In general, the latency thus corresponds
to the WOLA frame duration when the analysis and synthesis windows are of the
same length [6].

Use of the time-stretching / resampling phase vocoder method for octave dou-
bling provides a significant advantage in that regard as its synthesis window is half
the length of the analysis window as a result from the downsampling operation, thus
leading to reduced latency. An empirical expression for offline latency can thus be
expressed as:

d =
N

fs

(1

2
+

1

2γ

)
. (32)

In practical real-time implementations, added latency is introduced by a buffering
of the output (see Section 6.5).

4.2.3 Other Phase Vocoder Methods

Oscillator Bank Synthesis An alternative to the time-stretching/resampling
approach described above consists in synthesising a sinusoid for each sub-band ac-
cording to the scaled value of the instantaneous frequency estimate. In practice, the
analysis bank can still be implemented using a WOLA scheme as usual. The phase
argument of each oscillator is determined on a per-sample basis (at input signal
sample rate) by integration of the instantaneous frequency estimate calculated in
the corresponding sub-band. Horizontal phase coherence is also ensured, as in the
time-stretching/resampling scheme by means of phase propagation from one frame
to the next. Dutilleux suggests ensuring smooth transition between frame is by
means of a triangular-shaped synthesis window [2].

Because an oscillator running at high-quality audio sampling rate is implemented
at the output of each sub-band channel, the oscillator bank synthesis method is often
significantly more costly than the time-stretch/resample methods described above.
However, unlike this method, it allows independent scaling of the instantaneous
frequency in each synthesis band. Sophisticated effects based on non-unifom scaling
of the partials are therefore achievable with this method which is not the case of the
former.

Bin Repositioning Laroche describes yet another alternative method for pitch
shifting under the phase vocoder framework [36]. In this solution, the WOLA scheme
is implemented for both the analysis bank and synthesis bank. The scaling of the
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frequency estimate is carried out through repositioning of the frequency bins in-
side the frequency transform as for the OCEAN algorithm (see Section 4.2.1). By
contrast however, a peak detection step is carried out before the bin repositioning
operation. This ensures that frequency bins receiving a common pure tone are trans-
lated grouped together. Moreover, instantaneous frequency estimates are found for
each peak in order to determine precisely the repositioning offset to be applied for
the group of bins.

Sliding Phase Vocoder Jacobsen teaches that the Sliding Discrete Fourier Trans-
form is more efficient than the radix-2 Fast Fourier Transform in the absence of
downsampling [27], that is when R = 1. Such lack of downsampling ensures the
sub-bands are processed at the input audio rate. Consequently, pitch shifting can
be readily applied by offsetting the frequency of each sub-band of the Fourier Trans-
form by any amount within the auditory band [6]. Such operation does not imply
repositioning of the bins within the frequency representation unlike in the previous
method.

Phase unwrapping errors result from the undersampling of the sub-band as dis-
cussed above. This issue vanishes in the case of the sliding phase vocoder as noted
by Brown [7]. Consequently, integer as well as non-integer pitch shifting values can
be used with the same expected sound quality.

Moreover, the sliding phase vocoder provides reduced latency according to Brad-
ford [6]:

While the contents of the frame for the first few samples understandably
bear little relation to the source, we find that useful output is available
when just one third of the frame has been filled. This appears to be an
exact figure - tests with N a multiple of 3 confirm that viable output
(directly matching the input signal) commences exactly at sample N/3.
Figure 4 illustrates the case for N = 1500, where useful output starts
exactly at sample 500, excluding some startup transient behaviour 2 .
The SPV thus reduces the latency imposed by standard pvoc, for a given
value of N , by some 75%, with clear and valuable advantages for real-
time performance

where N denotes the window duration in samples.
The added computation cost of the sliding phase vocoder technique can be ad-

dressed by exploiting the intrinsic parallel properties of the Sliding Discrete Fourier
Transform by way of implementation on a General Purpose Graphics Processing
Unit (GPGPU) [5].

4.3 Rollers

Multi-resolution filter bank designs provide a solution when the latency and fre-
quency resolution requirements cannot be simultaneously met by uniform filter-
bank designs, that is filter banks exhibiting equal bandwidths across the bands such
as with the STFT. Multi-resolution filter banks, by contrast, exhibit non-uniform
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passband widths. In particular, achieving a reduction in perceived latency can be
accomplished using passband filter bandwidth specifications that increase with fre-
quency. The Rollers pitch-shifting solution proposed by Juillerat is an example of
such use of a multi-resolution filter-bank design [29]. A schematic block diagram
of this solution is pictured in Figure 11. In particular, Juillerat teaches to combine
a constant-Q multi-resolution filter-bank with single-sideband modulation in each
sub-band. The filter bank is composed of real-valued fourth order IIR passband
filters. As pictured in the block diagram, the quadrature component of the input
signal to each single-sideband modulation block, denoted SSM2 in the figure, is
provided using a Hilbert transformer.

Juillerat notes that a downward chirp results from the increase of group-delay
value across the sub-bands from high to low frequencies. In particular, he notes the
level of this artefact becomes unacceptable under his selected constant-Q specifica-
tion value. As a solution, he teaches to use reduced quality factor values for the
low-frequency analysis filters so as to meet a predetermined maximum frequency
resolution threshold. The low end resonance being thus limited, the level of per-
ceived chirp effect is reduced. According to Juillerat, his design achieves acceptable
results with as low as 10 ms of latency.
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Figure 11: Multi-resolution filter bank implementation with sub-band single-
sideband modulators (SSM2) as proposed by Juillerat [29]. The analysis filters
are real valued.
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5 Novel Octave Doubler Designs
Novel octave doubling solutions are developed in the current section. In a first part
of this section, candidate general purpose sub-band modulation techniques are pre-
sented and compared in light of their potential applicability to the specific problem
at hand as formulated in this thesis’s Introduction. In a second part of this section,
two selected sub-band modulation techniques are combined with a non-decimated
multi-resolution IIR filter bank similar to that found in the Rollers method proposed
by Juillerat’s (see Section 4.3): notably, a constant-ERB-bandwidth specification is
employed for the design instead of a constant-Q one. Tests of the two novel solu-
tions are presented, alongside that of Phase Vocoder and OCEAN octave doubler
implementations, in following Sections 6 and 7.

5.1 Sub-Band Modulator Candidates for Octave Doubling

We propose the following general notation for the modulation techniques discussed
in the current section:

yk(t) = xk(t)mk(t), (33)

where xk(t), mk(t) and yk(t) denote the input signal, the modulation signal, and the
output signal respectively for sub-band channel k. Following this formulation, the
modulation process of a memoryless waveshaper modulator f(.) can be expressed
as follows:

yk(t) = f
(
xk(t)

)
= mk,x(t)xk(t),

(34)

where:

mk,x(t) =
f
(
xk(t)

)
xk(t)

. (35)

It is brought to the reader’s attention that the modulator function mk,x(t) is
in that case dependent on the input as indicated by the subscript. A relatively
extensive list of modulators with a potential for octave doubling application is given
in Table 3. In this table:

• x̂k(t) = xk(t) + iH{xk(t)} denotes an analytic input signal (complex-valued),
H{xk(t)} denoting the Hilbert transform [21]22.

• γ represents the pitch shifting factor, in our case γ = 2.

• ωk denotes the center frequency of sub-band channel of index k.

• Band-Limited Full-wave Rectifying (BLFWR) is based on a sixth order Taylor
series expansion [50]23 of the absolute value operator and thus provides a band-
limited approximation of the full-wave rectifying function, which provides a

22p. 96
23http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/mdft/Taylor_Series_Expansions.html

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/mdft/Taylor_Series_Expansions.html
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finite bandwidth alternative to full-wave rectifying with an improved dynamic
response compared to the power-of-2 (PO2) modulator. However, the graph
of Figure 29 in Appendix A of the appendix demonstrates that the dynamic
response is still highly non-linear. Values for coefficient c1, c2 and c3 are
derived in the Appendix.

yk(t) γ = 2 Modulator
Input-independent meth.:
Ring Modulation xk(t)cos((γ − 1)ωkt) RM2 mk(t) = cos(ωkt)
Single Sideband Modulation x̂k(t)ei(γ−1)ωkt SSM2 m̂k(t) = eiωkt

Static waveshaping meth.:
Full-Wave Rectifying |xk(t)| FWR mk,x(t) = sign(xk(t))
Half-Wave Rectifying xk(t)(x(t) > 0) HWR mk,x(t) = xk(t) > 0
Band-Limited FWR c1xk(t)

2 − c2xk(t)
4 + c3xk(t)

6 BLFWR mk,x(t) = c1xk(t)− c2xk(t)
3 + c3xk(t)

5

Power (real-valued signal) xk(t)
γ PO2 mk,x(t) = xk(t)

Phase scaling methods.:
Power (analytic signal) x̂k(t)

γ CPO2 m̂k,x(t) = x̂k(t)

Phase Scaling x̂k(t)
( x̂k(t)
|x̂k(t)|

)γ−1 PS2 m̂k,x(t) =
x̂k(t)
|x̂k(t)|

Table 3: List of sub-band modulators with a potential for octave doubling appli-
cations. General expressions for sub-band output (left). Specific abbreviations and
expressions for modulator function in the specific case of octave doubling operation,
i.e. for γ = 2 (right)

Other possible sub-band techniques for polyphonic octave doubling include sub-
band time-domain stretching, [14], [15], [13]. These methods have not been consid-
ered in the current study but could form the object of a future work.

5.1.1 Added Roughness

Critical Band A critical band is a frequency interval within which sounds with
distinct frequencies cannot be discriminated by the human ear. Critical bands thus
define the frequency resolution of the human auditory system. Auditory scales such
as the Bark scale and the ERB scale are derived from measurements of the critical
bandwiths. They provide a tonotopical representation of the human perception of
sound frequencies [46].

Roughness Roughness is caused by the beating resulting from the combination of
(at least) two harmonics into a critical band [52], [46]. The frequency of the ampli-
tude modulation corresponds to the difference of the harmonics’ frequencies. It has
been shown that under a threshold of about 10 to 16 Hz the amplitude modulation
is perceived as fluctuation and can be found to be pleasant. Above that threshold
and within the width of the critical band however it is perceived as roughness. The
overall perceived roughness can be though as corresponding to the sum of roughness
specific to each critical band. Roughness is in part determined by the pitch ratios of
the combined notes and sensory dissonance rises when neighbouring harmonics align
two by two in such imperfect manner that it produces roughness. In the context of
polyphonic octave doubling, the consonance or dissonance of the input sound should
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be preserved at the output. A discussion of the modulation methods of Table 3 is
made below in terms of their respective impact on the perceived roughness of the
output sound.

Out-of-Band Distortion Firstly, added roughness can occur despite a lack of
interfering harmonics in the sub-bands. Figure 12 illustrates the output spectrum
produced by each modulation technique in response to a pure tone. As pictured, har-
monic distortion by-product components24 or side-band by-product components25

are generated for all methods but SSM2, CPO2 and PS2. In a polyphonic context
where the harmonic components are related to multiple coexisting pitches, these
out-of-band distortion components do not align exactly as would happen with a
perfectly harmonic monophonic input, but combine in beating pairs with each other
or with pitch-transposed harmonics, which is susceptible to generate roughness.

Given this, selecting sub-band modulators exhibiting low out-of-band distortion
should help to prevent occurrence of added roughness at the output. The amount of
distortion contributed by each sub-band in the single pure tone case can be quanti-
fied according to the principles of the traditional total harmonic distortion (THD)
formulae [19]26. In the following modified version, all frequency components but the
pitch-transposed harmonic, in our case the second rank, is counted as distortion in
accordance to the specific goal of octave doubling:

D =

√
A2

1 + A2
3 + · · ·+ A2

K

A2
1 + A2

2 + · · ·+ A2
K

. (36)

Intermodulation distortion In the non-ideal case, each sub-band is susceptible
to receive multiple frequency components (of a monophonic or polyphonic input
signal). In such case, intermodulation distortion should result from all modulation
techniques of Table 4, with the notable exception of RM2 and SSM2. The impact
of intermodulation distortion on perceived roughness depends on the composition of
the sub-band input signal as well as the modulation method and would require fur-
ther study in order to be characterised precisely for each case. Figure 13 illustrates
the intermodulation distortion that occurs in the complex power-of-2 case (CPO2).
As an immediate requirement for the modulation techniques subject to intermodu-
lation distortion, the analysis filters should be specified with the narrowest possible
passbands so as to minimise the count of interfering frequencies in the sub-bands.

Beating Pairs in Transition Bands Another source for roughness lies, accord-
ing to Juillerat, in the potential creation of beating pairs within the overlapping
transition bands of the filters upon combination of the sub-bands for synthesis of an
overall output sound. This is of particular concern for the RM2 and SSM2 methods
as it arises even in the ideal single pure tone case. If it is located in the crossover

24Static waveshaper cases: FWR, HFWR, POW2 and BLFWR.
25Ring-modulator case [21].
26p. 102
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Figure 12: Frequency representations of modulator and output signals in response
to a pure tone input. The abscissa represents the frequency relative to that of the
pure tone (not represented), itself thus being located at k = 1.
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Figure 13: Schematical example of intermodulation occuring in the sub-band channel
for the complex power-of-2 case (CPO2). The intermodulation components are
represented in dashed lines.

band, a beating pair is generated from the single pure tone as a result of the dif-
ference in frequency translation applied for the corresponding partially overlapping
bands (which depend on a fixed modulation frequency for each band). This effect
cannot be totally avoided although lowering the crossover amplitude specification of
neighbouring filters should limit the amount of added roughness it introduces. There
is however a limit to which the attenuation crossover can be set without excessively
denaturing the processed output sound. Juillerat teaches that “removing more than
about a quarter of the frequencies is not desired” [29]. He suggests using analysis
filters having an attenuation crossover of -12 dB.

5.1.2 Mistuning

Unlike the other modulation techniques listed in Table 3, Ring Modulation (RM2)
and Single-Sideband Modulation (SSM2) do not introduce intermodulation distor-
tion. As mentioned above, the oscillator is set with a predetermined fixed modu-
lation frequency which prevents the occurrence of intermodulation terms. Conse-
quently, the output sub-band spectrum is as sparse as that of the input, and thus do
not lead in itself to significant increase in roughness, if any27. However, unlike the
other listed methods, RM2 and SSM2 shifts the frequency components of a given
sub-band by an equal amount as determined by the fixed predetermined modulation
frequency value, which leads to individual mistuning errors with regards to target
pitch values as specified by the desired pitch transposition. Such an error increases
with the analysis passband width. Thus narrow band analysis passband filters are
also required for RM2 and SSM2 as the other modulation techniques, although

27A slight increase or decrease can occur even in the absence of intermodulation as critical bands
do not contribute equally to perceived roughness. Thus the content in the original critical band
can yield a different amount of perceived roughness after translation to a different targeted critical
band as a result of the pitch shifting operation.
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for a different reason, that is prevention of shifted frequency mistunings instead of
intermodulation distortion.

5.1.3 Comparative Summary

A comparative summary of the sub-band modulation techniques is provided by Table
4. As shown, SSM2, CPO2 and PS2 methods do not produce out-of-band distor-
tion in the ideal pure tone case. Low expected sub-band output distortion allows to
contemplate re-synthesis of the mixed output signal without sub-band post filtering.
In turn this allows for sharper analysis filter designs at a given overall maximum
latency specification. This is significant given the fact that intermodulation dis-
tortion nor mistuning can be cured by post-filtering: these artefacts can only be
prevented as much as possible by ensuring narrower analysis passbands. Thus the
above mentioned methods are expected to yield, when combined with an adequate
filter-bank design, the lowest artefacts under stringent real-time constraints.

Unlike CPO2, both SSM2 and PS2 methods provide a linear dynamic response.
SSM2 and PS2 thus seem to form the best candidates for real-time polyphonic octave
doubling applied to the guitar. In addition to roughness introduced by beating
pairs in overlapping transition bands, each of these methods introduces a specific
processing artefact: intermodulation-generated roughness in the case of PS2, and
mistuning in the case of SSM228.

Given the above, SSM2 and PS2 are both selected for prototyping and testing (see
Section 7 for test results). As pictured in Figure 14 both methods are implemented
within a novel multi-resolution filter bank design, which is described in the following
section.

Out-of-Band Dist. Interm. Dist. Mistuning Lin. dyn. resp.
RM2 +++ No Yes Yes
SSM2 None No Yes Yes
FWR +++ Yes No Yes
HWR +++ Yes No Yes
BLFWR ++ Yes No No
PO2 + Yes No No
CPO2 None Yes No No
PS2 None Yes No Yes

Table 4: Comparison summary table of potentially applicable sub-band modulation
techniques. Out-of-band distortion is given for the pure tone case in light of Figure
12. Plus sign indicates increased level of distortion. Red, orange and green colors
respectively indicate poor, average and good preliminary performance assessment
ranking relative to the other modulators.

28Concurrent partials in overlapping shifted transition bands can also generate added roughness
in the case of SSM2.
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5.2 Improved Multi-Resolution Filter Bank Design
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Figure 14: Novel octave doubling solutions based on a identical multiresolution filter
bank design with complex IIR passband filters. a) SSM2-based solution. b) PS2-
based solution. The operation caried out in SSM2 and PS2 modulator blocks are
given in Table 4. In this schematical representation, each block produce an in-phase
signal and a quadrature signal, the later being discarded at the output of the block.

5.2.1 Complex IIR Multi-Resolution Filter Bank Design

The block diagrams of Figure 14 represents two novel short-delay octave doubling
solutions similar to that of Juillerat’s (see Figure 11). By contrast, the analysis
banks are formed of complex filters instead of real-valued ones. This provides the
analytic sub-band directly at the output of the passband filter without need for the
additional step of Hilbert transformation. This reduces the system’s latency by the
amount introduced from the Hilbert transformer in Juillerat’s solution. As pictured,
the filter bank systems of Figure 14 are used to carry out the selected PS2 and SSM2
candidate octave doubling modulators of Section 5.1.3.

In practice, complex minimum-phase passband designs can be derived from a
real-valued prototype by a simple manipulation of the conjugate pair’s pole values
as represented by the Z-plane representations of Figure 15.

In particular, the analysis filter bank can be for example implemented following
a bi-quad filter design. Design of such filters are practical for prototyping as their
coefficients can be readily derived from a quality factor q and and a center frequency
fc specification [20]29 as defined by Table 5, where KBQ = tan

(
πfc
fs

)
. The real-valued

coefficient filter prototype should be specified with a quality factor value half of that
desired for the derived complex filter.

As pictured in Figure 14, the quadrature component is discarded at the output
of each sub-band modulator block. In practice, a modified version of the equations

29p. 49
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Figure 15: Complex minimum-phase IIR passband filter design. Left: Z-plane for
real-valued passband prototype (top) and corresponding magnitude response (bot-
tom). Right: Z-plane for the derived complex design (top) and corresponding mag-
nitude response (bottom).

b0 b1 b2 a1 a2
KBQ

K2
BQq+KBQ+q

0
−KBQ

K2
BQq+KBQ+q

2q(K2
BQ−1)

K2
BQq+KBQ+q

K2
BQq−KBQ+q

K2
BQq+KBQ+q

Table 5: Bi-quad coefficient values (adapted from [20])

of Table 3 can be used to avoid the unnecessary computation of the imaginary part
(quadrature) and thus improve computing efficiency.

5.2.2 Constant-ERB-Bandwidth Specification

Moreover, the multi-resolution filter bank specification is based on a constant-ERB-
bandwidth approach rather than the constant-Q approach of Juillerat’s design. This
specific multi-resolution approach yields the same advantages and drawbacks than
those described in Section 4.3, that is an increased frequency resolution for low fre-
quency components, lowered latency for high frequency components and the genera-
tion of a downward chirp artefact that is rendered audible with percussive transients
in the input signal.

The comparative advantage of using a constant-ERB-bandwidth approach for
setting the time-frequency resolution of the filter bank lies in the possibility of
adjusting the amount of generated roughness in a more uniform matter across the
sub-bands than what can be achieved through a non-perceptually approaches such as
the constant-Q. In this approach the filter bandwidths of the analysis filters are set
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to a same fraction of ERB critical bandwidth as pictured in Figure 16. The portion
of critical bandwidth occupied by each sub-band is thus equal across the auditory
band. The roughness introduced by the intermodulation components located in the
sub-bands can thus be expected to be the same across the bands (actually it can only
be expected to be more uniform than the constant-Q method, see next paragraph).
In turn, a more optimal reduction of the amount of roughness follows when the ERB
bandwidth specification is sharpened at the expense of higher latency and increased
downwards chirp effect.
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Figure 16: Constant-ERB-bandwith specification principle represented for a single
analysis filter of the filter bank centered around fc Hz. qERB is the constant-ERB-
bandwidth design parameter that determines the time-frequency resolution tradeoff
of the filter bank. ERB

(
γfc
)
denotes the corresponding target critical bandwidth in

Hz for the analysis filter of the example. qPS is the scaling factor that takes account
for the broadening of the sub-band following phase scaling: qPS = γ for PS and
qPS = 1 for SSM.

This constant-ERB-bandwidth specification approach could be improved further
to take account for the fact that critical bands do not contribute equally to the
roughness percept. In particular, amplitude modulations produce proportionally
more perceived roughness in the critical band around 1 kHz band than in any other
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[46]. A future study could take account of that phenomenon to provide further
sharpening of frequency resolution where sensitiveness to roughness is highest.

It is understood that the above principle holds when applied, as pictured in
Figure 16 relative to the target critical bands in which the sub-band components
will land after the pitch-shifting operation and not the critical bands from which the
sub-band components originate: it is indeed the amount of roughness in the pitch
shifted output that we wish to control. In practice, the bandwidth specification for
each analysis filter can be set according to the following expression:

∆f(k) =
1

qPSqERB
ERB

(
γfc(k)

)
, k = 0..K − 1, (37)

where:

• fc(k) denotes the center frequency of the analysis filter k.

• ∆f(k) denotes the bandwidth specification for the analysis filter k.

• K denotes the number of sub-band filters in the filter bank design.

• γ denotes the pitch shifting factor, that is γ = 2 in our case. Thus γfc(k)
represents the target center frequency of the sub-band after the pitch shifting
operation.

• ERB
(
γfc(k)

)
denotes the target critical bandwidth (in Hz) as defined by Equa-

tion (38), that is the ERB bandwidth in which the content of sub-band k will
land after the pitch shifting operation.

• qERB is the constant-ERB-bandwidth design parameter that determines the
time-frequency resolution of the multi-resolution filter bank. When set to
values higher than 1, it indicates by what factor the amount of intermodulation
has been reduced in the critical bands.

• qPS is a scaling factor that takes account for the broadening of the sub-band
following phase scaling: qPS = γ for PS and qPS = 1 for SSM (no broadening
occurs from this modulation technique).

The ERB critical bandwidth (in Hz) is given as a function of its center frequency
fERB (in Hz) by the following equation [46]30:

ERB(fERB) = 24.7 + 0.108fERB. (38)

Crossover Attenuation The sub-bands’ target center frequencies γfc(k) are
preferably defined so as to be uniformly distributed on the ERB scale within the
target auditory band:

γfc(k) = gERBtoHz

(
zleft + k

qC
qERB

)
k = 0..K − 1, (39)

where:
30p. 167
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• zleft denotes the leftmost center frequency of the filter bank sub-bands in ERB
units, andK denotes the number of bands required to cover the auditory band.

• gERBtoHz(.) denotes the ERB to Hz scale conversion function [46] as defined by
equation (40).

• qC is a design parameter that determines the distance on the ERB scale be-
tween the center frequency of two consecutive sub-bands.

The ERB to Hz scale conversion function yields the values for the target sub-band
center frequency in Hz [46]:

gERBtoHz(z) = 228.7(10
z

21.3 − 1). (40)

Given the above, the design parameter qC determines the crossover attenuation
between two neighbouring bands, or equivalently, the number of required bands K.
High attenuation values at crossover requires spacing the sub-bands further appart
leading to fewer number of analysis filters, and thus reduced complexity. Moreover,
relatively low amplitude is ensured in the overlapping transition bands, thus limiting
the emergence of additional roughness upon summation of the sub-bands (see Section
5.1.1).
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6 Material and Methods
A set of candidate solutions for real-time polyphonic octave doubling are tested and
compared in terms of their performance with regards to that of industry standards
offerings of the market. These comprise the POG line of effect pedals for the guitar
manufactured by Electro-Harmonix. In particular, we take the original POG, the
Micro POG and the Slammi models as baselines for our study.

6.1 Evaluation Criteria

Baseline and candidate methods are evaluated according to their response to a set
of test signals including synthetic and pre-recorded guitar performances.

6.1.1 Steady-State Sound Quality

Distortion An informal evaluation of the minimum amount of distortion gener-
ated at the output by each candidate and baseline is ensured by means of spectro-
gram plots of a sine sweep synthetic signal covering a band extending from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz.

Roughness Estimation A measure of the roughness of the sound at the output of
each candidate and baseline is used as an objective indicator of the perceived steady-
state sound quality of the solution. Modelling of human hearing is an ongoing area
of research and designing an accurate model for such a task requires considerable
knowledge and know-how in the field. This would extend well beyond the scope of
the current work. Instead we used an existing implementation provided by Vassilakis
and made available online through a web form interface [55]31.

A fixed 1kHz pure sinusoid (∼ 15.5 ERB) crossed by a slowly swept sinusoïd of
equal amplitude are used as the input test signal for the estimation of roughness.
Specifically, the swept sinusoïd’s frequency is made to cover the range from 700 Hz
to 1370 Hz in a logarithmic fashion within a time of 47 seconds.

Informal Listening Test Further confirmation of the sound quality level is en-
sured through informal listening test of recorded guitar performances processed by
the baseline pedals and candidates methods.

6.1.2 Latency

The overall latency incurred for each candidate method (including DSP platform
model latency) is evaluated to that of the baseline effect pedals directly by means of
spectrogram plots of candidates’ and baselines’ responses to an impulse test signal.

31This implementation was used with the normalised amplitude option, absolute threshold set
to 0, time interval of 250 ms and frequency resolution of 10 Hz.
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6.1.3 Transient Preservation

According to Blauert, the human ear is most sensitive to group delay distortion
when it is incurred on brief sound impulses [3]. Accordingly, smearing in the time
domain is assessed informally by means of spectrogram plots of the candidate and
baseline responses to an impulse signal as for the evaluation of latency. Moreover,
an informal listening comparison test is provided by means of a guitar performance
recording consisting in plucks, rhythmic ornamentations and scratchings of muted
guitar strings.

6.2 Baseline Measurement Setup

Measurement Platform Setup A block diagram of the setup employed for
recording the output of the POG pedals in response to the test signals is provided in
Figure 17 (bottom). As represented, the test signal is sent simultaneously through
two recording loops. The first recording loop links a first output channel of the
sound card to the input of the POG pedal and the output of the POG pedal to
a first recording input of the sound card. A second recording loop links a second
output channel of the sound card directly to a second recording input of the sound
card. This setup allows to record a loop-back dry signal and a wet signal in response
to each test signal. The latency induced by the sound card and buffer setup of the
digital audio workstation used to carry out the measurements is thus compensated.
In particular, the loop-back dry signals were used as inputs to the candidate solu-
tions so as to render their output directly comparable to that of the POG baseline
pedals.

Baseline Pedals’ Setup The response of each baseline POG pedal is measured
with the pedal set at a 100%32 wet setting with transposition set to the next octave:
the dry signal is set to zero as well as any higher or lower octave transpositions.
Pictures of the pedals during measurement are provided in Figure 17 as further
reference of their setup.

In the case of the original POG pedal, the rightmost filter slider was erroneously
set to the middle position. Consequently the low-pass post-processing filter of the
pedal was not appropriately bypassed. Moreover, the Slammi’s pitch shifting control
was set coarsely around a pitch factor of two: a dissonant chord was noticed in the
late development of this work when blending this pedal’s wet and dry signals (see
this thesis’s online companion web page33). It should be noted that author believes
no error was committed in setup of the Micro POG pedal.

6.3 Latency Specification

DSP Platform Model Figure 18-a) is a schematic representations of the integra-
tion of a pitch-shifting algorithm on a target real-time DSP platform. During each

32With the sole exception of the measurement of Figure 19.
33http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/

http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/
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Figure 17: Measurement setup block diagram (bottom) and photograph pictures
of effect pedal setups: Micro POG (top left), POG (top middle) and Slammi (top
right).

execution of the pitch shifting algorithm, an input and output buffer of the platform
continuously stores and output samples respectively. These input/output operations
are carried out across the executions of the pitch-shifting algorithm, alternatively in
one of the two memory slots of each buffer. The pitch shifting algorithm processes
the block of samples stored during the previous iteration and stores the result in the
idle output buffer slot for it to be output at the next iteration. This architecture
ensures optimal dimensioning of the DSP processor, leading to minimal platform
realisation cost. Indeed, the DSP can be chosen to fit a target signal block pitch
shift computation load to be carried out within the block’s duration so as to prevent
as much as possible DSP idle time while still preventing output buffer under-run.

DSP Platform Latency The latency incurred from the hardware DSP platform
is not negligible, typically a couple of milliseconds [29]. It corresponds to twice the
slot size of the input and output buffers in the above model.

Baseline DSP Platform Latency Figure 19 represents the responses to an im-
pulse signal of various models of pitch-shifter pedals from Electro-Harmonix when
set to a 100% dry output. As pictured, the Micro POG pedal has a 0 ms platform-
induced latency at that setting, which indicates a true bypass circuit. Such a circuit
links the input signal wire to the output, thus circumventing the ADC-DSP-DAC
circuit and its buffer-induced latency. However, the POG and Slammi models do
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Figure 18: a) Real-time implementation with optimal DSP usage. Process 1, 2 and
3 run in parallel leading to an incurred latency of twice the block size. b) Real-time
implementation for STFT-based candidates PV2 and OCEAN2 (the input buffer is
implicit to WOLA scheme).

not seem to include such a functionality. They indicate a platform latency of about
1 ms, which corresponds to a block size of approximately 0.5 ms.
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Figure 19: Responses to an impulse signal of various models of pitch-shifter pedals
from Electro-Harmonix set to a 100% dry output
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Real-Time DSP Platform Simulation Setup The candidate solutions are ex-
ecuted offline under the Matlab environment. The methods are nevertheless imple-
mented and executed in a block-by-block fashion as would be the case on a real-time
DSP platform. In the case of audio-rate methods34, input and output buffers are
moreover implemented according to the model of Figure 18-a) so as to achieve sim-
ilar platform-induced latency than in the baseline pedals. Specifically, a block size
of 16 samples and a sample rate of 44100 Hz are employed in the simulations of the
audio-rate candidate methods. This corresponds to a combined input and output
buffer latency of 0.73 ms, which is similar to the 1 ms platform latency found in the
baseline pedals. In the case of STFT-based methods35, the input buffer of Figure
18-a) is already integrated as part of WOLA operation, see Figure 6, which leads
to the DSP platform model of Figure 18-b). In particular, the output buffer size
matches that of the WOLA hop size. Given the above, a direct comparison of the
recordings made at the output of the baseline pedals with those resulting from sim-
ulation of real-time implementations of the candidate solutions is possible, including
informal listening tests in which the pitch-shifted signal is mixed with the dry signal
as is the intended use of such effect pedals.

End-to-End Candidate Latency Specification Preliminary measurements for
the baseline pedals’ latencies (100% wet signal) suggests a maximum value of 20 ms
for candidate solutions (DSP platform and octave doubling method combined). This
figure corresponds to the latency measured for the Micro POG model, which ranked
as presenting the highest latency amongst the baseline pedals, see Figure 22.

6.4 Constant-ERB-Bandwidth Filter Bank Setup

The novel solutions of Figure 14 form the two first candidates tested in this study.
Their tested implementations comprise an identical analysis bank, the magnitude
response of which is pictured in Figure 20. Each complex analysis filters is derived
from a real-valued bi-quadratic IIR filter prototype as described in Section 5.2.1.
The choice of filter design parameter values is summarised in Table 6 and discussed
hereafter.

ERB-PS2 As discussed in Section 5.2.2, an appropriate compromise between the
downward chirp artefact and the overall perceived roughness can be found by adjust-
ing the value of the bandwidth design parameter qERB. In the case of the ERB-PS2
candidate, preliminary tests suggests that setting the modulated sub-bands to a
sixth of the target critical band width (i.e. qERB = 6) yields results comparable
to the Micro POG baseline pedal. Moreover, inspection of the effective output
bandwidths of the baseline pedals (after octave doubling, see Figure 24) reveals it
is acceptable to limit the output band to 160Hz-8kHz. This corresponds approx-
imately to the 5-33 ERB band. Thus zleft = 5 and BWERB = 28. The analysis

34i.e. ERB-PS2 and ERB-SSM2, see Section 6.4.
35i.e. PV2 and OCEAN2, see Section 6.5.
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crossover attenuation is set to −12 dB as suggested by Juillerat (see Section 5.1.1)
and the design parameter qC is set accordingly by trial and error.

ERB-SSM2 The filter bank implementation leads to sharper modulated sub-
bands in the case of ERB-SSM2, given that the frequency scaling effect produced by
PS2 (qPS = 2) does not occur with SSM2 (qPS = 1). Filter bank design parameters
values for ERB-SSM2 are adapted accordingly in Table 6. Increased sharpness also
leads to increased attenuation at crossover.

Method qERB qC zleft BWERB K Ga Gt

ERB-PS2 (qPS = 2) 6 4 5 28 43 -12 dB -12 dB
ERB-SSM2 (qPS = 1) 12 8 5 28 43 -12 dB -24 dB

Table 6: Implementation setup values for ERB-PS2 and ERB-SSM2 candidate solu-
tions. Resulting analysis crossover attenuation Ga, target crossover attenuation Gt

and total count K of required analysis complex passband filters.
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Figure 20: Passband magnitude responses (top) and group delays (bottom) of the
constant-ERB-bandwidth filter bank implementation of ERB-PS2 and ERB-SSM2
candidates.

6.5 Uniform DFT Filter Bank Setup

PV2 Two additional candidates are implemented according to the WOLA scheme.
Firstly, a phase vocoder (PV2) implementation is carried-out using the time-stretch
& resample method pictured in Figure 9 and following Equation (31). The imple-
mented WOLA scheme is pictured in Figure 21. Compared to the WOLA scheme
of Section 3.3.2, it comprises additional steps at the analysis and synthesis stages
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where a circular shift operation is applied. This ensures that the phase of the fre-
quency bins of the FFT are given with a time origin corresponding to the center of
the analysis window, and not its origin. While not always a requirement in analysis-
synthesis methods, it can have some practical implications, particularly in phase
vocoder applications [11]. This was found to be the case in the current PV2 im-
plementation where comparative preliminary tests demonstrated that integration of
the circular shift steps improved transient preservation. In the absence of the circu-
lar shift steps, the response to an input impulse signal consisted in two successive
impulses. In the presence of the circular shift steps, the response corresponded to a
single impulse as desired (see Figure 23, next section).

R

R

+

n

n

FFT

Spectral Transform
ation

IFFT

Circ. Shift

Circ. Shift

y(n)

x(n)

Figure 21: Implemented WOLA scheme for the PV2 candidate.

OCEAN2 Secondly, an implementation (OCEAN2) of Juillerat’s OCEAN algo-
rithm is carried out following the description made in Section 4.2.1. The imple-
mented WOLA scheme is almost identical to that of Figure 6 (see Section 3.3.2).
Unlike in this figure however, spectral transformation is conducted directly on the
complex passband signals as formulated by Equation (17).

Hop Size Specification In the case of PV2, the hop size36 is set to correspond
to the the input/output buffer blocksize of the simulated DSP platform, i.e. to 16
samples (see Section 6.3). In the case of OCEAN2, the transient duplication artefact
is minimised by using as little overlap as possible between short time Fourier trans-
form frames, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Here, 75% overlap is used to ensure the
weak COLA requirement is met using a Hann window upon analysis and synthesis.

Analysis and Synthesis Window Duration The window lengths for both
STFT solutions are set according to the maximum latency requirement of 20 ms. In

36Or equivalently the downsampling factor.
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Method N R & IO buffer size Overlap
PV2 1169 16 98.6%
OCEAN2 897 224 75%

Table 7: Implementation setup for the WOLA-based candidate methods.

the case of the PV2 solution, the window length can be derived from equation (32):

N ∼ dmaxfs
1
2

+ 1
2γ

−R, (41)

where dmax denotes the maximum latency requirement (i.e. 20 ms in our case) and
fs denotes the sampling frequency (i.e. 44100 Hz in our case). The subtracted R
term allows to take into account of the output buffer latency following the real-time
model pictured in Figure 18-b).

In the case of the OCEAN2 solution, the window length can be set according
to the worst case offline latency pictured in the top left graph of Figure 8 in the
specific case of a 75% overlap. This leads to the following empirical expression:

N ∼ dmaxfs. (42)

The specification for the WOLA-based candidate methods are summarized in
Table 7. The overlap for the PV2 solution satisfies the requirement of setting the
downsampling factor to a lower value than half that specified by the strong COLA
requirement in the case of combined analysis and synthesis windows (see Sections
3.3.3 and 4.2.2), that is:

R ≤ (N − 1)/6

2
,

≤ 97.3 samples.
(43)

The above expression being verified for the selected hop size value, i.e. R = 16,
aliasing is not expected to occur in the sub-bands of the PV2 solution.
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7 Results

7.1 Latency and Transient Preservation

Baseline Solutions The processed signal outputs generated by the baseline ped-
als in response to an impulse test signal were recorded following the measurement
setup described in Section 6.2. A time-frequency representation of the recorded
signals is given in Figure 22. The time origin of each spectrogram37 of this Figure
was shifted to coincide with the impulse’s timing in the loopback recording test
signal (top left graph of the Figure). Consequently, readings of the time scale are
representative of the total latency introduced by each pedal independently from the
measurement setup.

Increased ringing of the output towards the lower frequencies seem38 to indicate
that the Micro POG and original POG share a multi-resolution filter bank design
similar to that of Juillerat (see Section 4.3). In particular, the corresponding spec-
trograms uncovers a downwards chirp signature that is present in Juillerat’s design,
i.e. the group delay and ringing duration of the system increases towards the low
frequencies. Unlike Juillerat’s design however, the original POG pedal’s response
exhibits two distinct phases. In a first phase a rising edge appears around 14 ms,
formed by a straight vertical line on the spectrogram (see Figure 22 bottom left).
This focused impulse sound component is followed by a second phase formed by the
downward chirp signature mentioned above. It is still unclear how this first phase
is generated. It is possible that the original POG pedal is equipped with an onset
detector and implements a transient-dedicated processing stage that is executed in
parallel to the main pitch-shifting stage following detected onsets. The Micro POG
does not exhibit a similar early impulse phase. It exhibits a high-frequency latency
of 20 ms. The Slammi pedal’s response is structured differently with equal ringing
(smearing) across the frequencies. This indicates the use of equal bandwidth pass-
band filters across the signal’s band. This pedal exhibits a latency slightly above 20
ms for all frequencies.

Candidate Solutions An equivalent time-frequency representation is provided in
Figure 23 for the candidate methods. As above, readings of the time scale corre-
sponds to the total latency introduced by each candidate39.

The spectrogram of the ERB-PS2 presents a downwards chirps signature similar
to that of the two POG pedals, and especially to that the Micro POG. The time-
frequency representation of the ERB-SSM2 method’s response suggests that the
pitch shift frequency error it introduces breaks the vertical phase coherence between
the bands, which results in a blurred-out version of the downwards chirp signature.

Both ERB candidate method exhibits greatly reduced latency with regards to
the baseline pedals. In particular the ERB-PS2 method yields a latency lower than
3 ms for the shifted frequency components located above 3 kHz. This can seem to

3764 samples window and 32 samples hop size at 44100 Hz sampling rate.
38The conditional is used purposefully here as pitch shifting is a non-LTI process.
39Real-time DSP platform model and candidate method combined.
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Figure 22: Spectrograms of test impulse signal (top left) and of the resulting outputs
measured for the baseline pedals: Micro POG (top right), original POG (bottom
left) and Slammi (bottom right).

contradict the analysis filters’ calculated group delay curves represented in Figure
20. Indeed, all filters exhibit theoretical group delay values higher than 5 ms at their
center frequencies. The quicker response demonstrated by the measurement results
from signal energy being distributed left and right of these center frequencies where
the group delay is lower (see Figure 20).

Given the above, the novel ERB-based candidate solutions achieve significant
latency reduction with regards to the baseline pedals, specifically: 11 ms compared
to the original POG pedal, and 17 ms compared to the Micro POG and Slammi
pedals. The ringing profiles of these candidate methods are comparable to that of
the two POG pedals. It is thus possible that the overhead latency exhibited in the
POG models result from a platform integration choice and not directly from the
pitch shifting method employed.

By contrast the short-time Fourier based methods yield responses that are more
focused in time. In particular, the PV2 method produces an essentially undistorted
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output with an overall latency matching exactly the design specification (i.e. 20 ms
see Section 6.5) as set by Equation (41). Echo images of the impulse are generated
with faint amplitudes (about -40 dB with regard to peak impulse) approximately
13 ms before and after the main impulse40. The author found no explanations for
these low-amplitude artefacts. As expected (see Section 4.2.1), OCEAN2 produces
a group of main impulse response duplicates distributed according to the OLA hop
size length (i.e. R/fs ∼ 5.5 ms) and centred, with a noticeable jitter in this case,
around the specified latency (i.e. 20 ms see Section 6.5).

Figure 23: Spectrograms of the output responses to the test impulse signal of Figure
22 as measured for the candidate methods: ERB-PS2 (top left), ERB-SSM2 (top
right), PV2 (bottom left) and OCEAN2 (bottom right).

Transient Preservation: Subjective Evaluation

A subjective listening evaluation was carried-out by the author to assess the com-
parative performance of each candidate method with regards to the baseline pedals

40This corresponds to half the duration of the analysis STFT window.
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in terms of transient preservation. A recorded guitar performance consisting in a
succession of various plucking, rhythmic ornamentation and scrapping techniques
performed on muted guitar strings was used as the test signal. Resulting pitch-
shifted signals were recorded for all baseline pedals and candidate methods are
provided online on a companion web page41.

As suggested by the spectrogram of Figure 23 (bottom left), the PV2 method
preserves the transient crispness of the input signal and provides the highest perfor-
mance amongst the tested solutions, baseline methods and candidates combined.

According to the author, the Micro POG, the original POG, the ERB-PS2 and
ERB-SSM2 method show comparable level of performance. The downwards chirp
artefact is relatively faint in all cases. It is challenging to provide a ranking betweens
these solutions. It seems however that ERB-SSM2 provides a slightly better perfor-
mance than the other three. This could be attributed to a time-frequency blurring
of the downwards chirp effect resulting from using a fixed frequency translation for
each band, thus rendering the downwards chirp less detectable by the human ear.

The transient duplication artefact can be clearly heard for the OCEAN2 solu-
tion, resulting in significant performance degradation compared to the PV2 method.
However, the author found the transient duplicates artefact from OCEAN2 to be less
detrimental to transient crispness than the downward’s chirp. Finally, the transients
at the Slammi pedal’s output are found to be heavily smeared.

7.2 Steady-State Sound Quality

7.2.1 Incurred Out-of-Band Distortion

Baseline Solutions The processed signal outputs generated by the baseline ped-
als in response to a sine sweep signal described as test signal were recorded following
the measurement setup described in Section 6.2. A time-frequency representation
of the recorded signals is given in Figure 24.

The spectrograms42 reveal that both the original POG and Micro POG baseline
pedals generate by-product harmonic distortion. Specifically, the resulting distortion
is formed by harmonics of the sine sweep frequency starting from the third harmonic
(although a faint first harmonic component is also present). The by-product har-
monic distortion indicates the presence of a nonlinear process acting on the sine
sweep. The level of each distortion ray remains at all time lower to approximately
25 dB below the pitch-shifted sine sweep signal for both POG baseline pedals. The
Slammi pedal does not exhibit such harmonic distortion.

Candidate Solutions The responses of the candidate solutions to the sine sweep
test signal are pictured in Figure 25. The ERB-PS2 method is the only one to
exhibit out-of-band distortion. The distortion components are distributed in the
same fashion as that of the two POG pedals. They exhibit a lower magnitude than

41http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/
42A 2048-sample window and a 512-sample hop size at 44100 Hz sampling rate were used.

http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/
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Figure 24: Spectograms of the test sine sweep signal (top left) and of the resulting
outputs measured for the baseline pedals: Micro POG (top right), original POG
(bottom left) and Slammi (bottom right).

that of these baseline pedals however, being maintained approximately 40 dB below
the shifted sine sweep signal.

Occurrence of such out-of-band distortion contradicts our theoretical prediction
for the phase scaling method (see Table 4). It is yet unclear how this distortion oc-
curs. Interestingly the PV2 method exhibits no such distortion. This could probably
be explained by the relatively different process by which pitch shifting is obtained
in this case, that is by downsampling of a time-stretched version of the input signal.
Further study would be required to provide an explanation to this phenomenon.

As expected neither SSM-based candidate solutions43 exhibit out-of-band distor-
tion. The frequency translation errors inherent to this sub-band modulation method
however appear on the spectrograms, and is especially clear for OCEAN2.

43i.e. ERB-SSM2 and OCEAN2.
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Figure 25: Spectrograms of the output responses to the test sine sweep signal of
Figure 24 as measured for the candidate methods: ERB-PS2 (top left), ERB-SSM2
(top right), PV2 (bottom left) and OCEAN2 (bottom right).

7.2.2 Added Roughness: Objective Evaluation

As discussed in Section 6.1.1, an objective evaluation of performance in terms of
added roughness is provided using an input test signal composed of a fixed 1 kHz
pure tone (∼ 15.5 ERB) mixed with a slowly swept sinusoid of equal amplitude.
The swept sinusoid’s frequency is made to cover the range from 700 Hz to 1370 Hz
in a logarithmic fashion within a time frame of 47 seconds. The bottom graph of
Figure 26 represents the spectrogram of a corresponding ideally transposed output
signal, obtained by synthesising the sinusoid pair with doubled frequency values.
A roughness target curve is generated from this ideal output signal using the web-
accessible implementation of Vassilaki’s auditory model for roughness estimation44.
It should theoretically exhibit five successive phases:

• An initial phase and a final phase where the sinusoides reside in separate
44See Section 6.1.1.
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Figure 26: Overview of estimated output roughness curves for all baseline (top) and
candidate (middle) solutions in response to an interfering sine sweep test signal.
Spectrogram of an ideal octave doubled output (below).

critical bands. The roughness target curve should essentially be of minimal
value during these two phases.

• A median (third) phase directly before, during and directly after the time of
the sinusoid pair’s crossing, when the beatings generated by mistunings result
in an amplitude fluctuation percept. The roughness target curve should drop
to minimal values during that phase.

• A second phase and a fourth phase directly before and after the median (third)
phase, when the sinusoid are close enough in frequency to be located within
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the same critical band but still sufficiently mistuned to generate a roughness
percept. The roughness target curve should rise to maximum values during
these two phases.

The target curve is pictured in both top and middle graphs of Figure 26 under the
label “Ideal Output”. Inspection of the spectrogram reveals that the second, third
and fourth phases mentioned above should be located between 15 and 33 seconds
approximately. As expected, the roughness curve for the “Ideal Output” comprises
maxima in this time period. Moreover, as expected, a minimum is also observed
at the time of the sinusoid pair’s crossing (around 25 seconds). It should be noted
that, for presentation convenience, the roughness values are plotted in an unorthodox
fashion in Figure 26, using a logarithmic scale. This allows for providing a qualitative
performance comparison between baseline pedals and candidate solutions, which
follows.

As pictured in Figure 26, all baseline and candidate solutions generate added
roughness compared to the ideally transposed synthesized output45. In particular,
Micro POG, original POG, ERB-SSM2 and OCEAN2 consistently produce a rela-
tively high level of roughness throughout: contrary to expectations, no drop occurs
before 15 seconds and after 33 seconds. In the case of OCEAN2 and ERB-SSM2,
this phenomenon is probably caused by the generation of beating pairs within the
transition bands as the sine is swept through, given the inherent mistuning errors
generated by these solutions (see Section 5.1.1). In the case of the Micro POG and
original POG, the sustained level of roughness could originate from the relatively
high level of generated out-of-band distortion observed above (see Figure 24).

By contrast, ERB-PS2, PV2 and Slammi generate globally lower-valued rough-
ness curves with maxima shortly before and after the crossing of the sinusoid pair.
The author believes the maxima to be caused by intermodulation distortion occur-
ring within the sub-bands as discussed in Section 5.1.1.

The roughness curves of ERB-PS2 and Micro POG are reproduced on a linear
scale in Figure 27 so as to provide a quantitative performance comparison in term
of output roughness. As pictured, ERB-PS2 outperforms the Micro POG consis-
tently with the exception of a significant roughness spike around 24 seconds, where
roughness level is found to be nearly three times that of the Micro POG. Further
work could be conducted to identify the cause for this spurious increase and lead,
the case being, to further improvement of the ERB-PS2 candidate.

7.2.3 Added Roughness: Subjective Evaluation

Subjective evaluation of sound output roughness was conducted for all solutions
from a recorded interpretation of the chord sequence of the song “Where Is My
Mind” by the Pixies [53]. As above, the output sound from each candidate solution

45An exception to this is the Slammi pedal before 22 seconds and after 49 seconds, which
shows lower estimated roughness values than the ideal output. An analysis of Vassilaki’s auditory
roughness model would be required in order to provide an explanation for this phenomenon, which
is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 27: Objective roughness output comparison between the Micro POG baseline
pedal and the ERB-PS2 candidate.

and baseline pedal is provided online on the companion web page46 (see “100% Wet”
recordings).

The Slammi and the original POG seem to generate the least roughness in the
author’s opinion. In the case of the original POG pedal however this observation
should probably be discarded as inconclusive given that this pedal’s lowpass post-
filter was not properly bypassed during measurement. The Micro POG and ERB-
PS2 generate very similar roughness according to the author. It would prove difficult
to rank one above the other.

The ERB-SSM2 seem to introduce slightly more roughness than the Micro POG
pedal and the ERB-PS2 candidate. This can come as a surprise as this method is
not subject to intermodulation distortion as mentioned above. Both STFT-based
methods exhibit considerably more roughness than the other tested solutions. In
addition, both OCEAN2 and ERB-SSM2 exhibit significant mistuning.

46http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/

http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/theses/thuillier_mst/
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Latency Transient
Alteration

Out-of-Band
Distortion

Roughness:
Pair of

pure tones
(objective)

Roughness:
Guitar chord
progression
(subjective)

Mistuning

Micro POG 20 ms chirp
++ ++ +++ ++ no

Orig. POG 14 ms chirp
++ ++ +++ + no

Slammi 20 ms smearing
+++ no - + no

ERB-PS2 ∼ 3 ms chirp
++ + ++ ++ no

ERB-SSM2 ∼ 3 ms chirp
+ no ++++ +++ yes

PV2 20 ms no
- no - ++++ no

OCEAN2 20 ms duplicates
+ no +++ ++++ yes

Table 8: Comparative summary of results. Red, orange and green colors respectively
indicate poor, average and good performance ranking relative to other candidates
and baselines. Minus sign indicates the smallest level observed amongst candidates
and baselines. Plus signs express increasingly higher observed levels above said
smallest observed level.
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8 Summary
In this thesis, four candidate solutions to the problem of real-time polyphonic octave
doubling for the guitar were tested. These solutions are individually sumarized
hereafter.

PV2: A simplified variant of the time-stretching and resampling Phase Vocoder
technique specifically applicable to integer pitch shifting factors as suggested by
Laroche [35]. This technique ensures vertical phase coherence without relying on
phase locking. The transients are thus preserved with essentially no alterations, in
particular without the transient smearing and “phasiness” artifacts that are found
in general-purpose implementations of the Phase Vocoder. Moreover the latency
introduced by this solution is modest for an analysis-synthesis method. It corre-
sponds to about 75% of that resulting from the perfect reconstruction uniform DFT
filter bank on which it is implemented. The author found this fact to be relatively
understated in the literature.

OCEAN2: An application of Juillerat’s OCEAN method, in which the center
frequencies of the STFT sub-bands are relocated on the frequency scale by shifting
the bins of the transform to a doubled index position [28]. Each STFT sub-band is
thus translated to a doubled frequency position.

ERB-SSM2: A slightly modified implementation of Juillerat’s Rollers method
[29]. As in OCEAN2, sub-bands of the input signal are translated to a doubled
value on the frequency scale in a piecewise manner. The translation of each sub-
band is carried out using single-sideband modulation. An appropriately specified
multi-resolution filter bank allows to achieve low latency for high frequencies while
preserving sufficient frequency resolution at lower frequencies to minimise mistun-
ing errors. Moreover, the filter-bank is devoid of synthesis filters. This significantly
reduces latency, e.g. by a factor of approximately two when compared to a solution
with identical filters at both the analysis and synthesis stages. The tested imple-
mentation was designed using a constant-ERB-bandwidth filter bank specification
instead of Juillerat’s constant-Q specification. Moreover, in-phase and quadrature
sub-band components were extracted using complex-valued analysis filters instead of
sub-band Hilbert transform estimators. This simplification contributes to lowering
the latency of the system compared to that of Juillerat.

ERB-PS2: A novel solution similar to ERB-SSM2, in which a doubling of the
instantaneous sub-band phases is carried out instead of single-sideband modulation.
In this case, the purpose of using a multi-resolution design lies in allowing, for a
given latency constraint, lower intermodulation distortion within the low frequency
sub-bands. As discussed, higher intermodulation results in added roughness at the
output. The perceptually grounded constant-ERB-bandwidth specification is here
particularly relevant as it acknowledges the relation between sub-band bandwidth,
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intermodulation distortion and generated roughness within the corresponding criti-
cal band. The author found that it allowed to tune the filter-bank’s time-frequency
sub-band resolutions towards a better balance between the chirp artefact and added
roughness tradeoffs than constant-Q.

Evaluation Method Candidate solution performance were compared to a base-
line consisting in three selected state of the art guitar effect pedals of the market,
namely the original POG, the Micro POG and the Slammi from Electro-Harmonix.
Subjective and objective evaluations were carried out to assess the level of added
roughness and transient alterations introduced by each of the candidate solutions
and baseline pedals.

Candidate Setup PV2 and OCEAN2 were set up to match the worst latency
found in the baseline pedals, that is 20 ms. Specifically, a Hann window of 1161
samples47 was employed at the analysis and synthesis stage of the PV2 method. A
shorter Hann window of 897 samples was used in the case of OCEAN2 upon analysis
and synthesis stages. The filter-banks specification of ERB-SSM2 and ERB-PS2
were set by trial an error to approximately match the transient chirp effect found in
the Mircro POG and original POG baseline pedals.

Results The ERB-PS2 developped in this work provided the best performance
amongst the candidates. Most importantly it provides greatly reduced latency com-
pared to the baseline solutions with comparable, and in some case improved, sound
quality. In particular, ERB-PS2 solution provided a maximum latency of 3 ms in
the 3 kHz - 8 kHz bands of the pitch shifted signal. This constitutes an improve-
ment of 11 ms with regard to the original POG pedal and 17 ms with regards to
the Micro POG pedal. The ERB-PS2 solution thus meets high standards of low la-
tency requirement, often deemed impossible for real-time polyphonic pitch shifting
applications. Further, it opens possibility for a reduction of the added roughness
artefact under relaxed latency requirement. In particular, the analysis filter band-
widths could be reduced by an identical bandwidth value (in Hz) so as to improve
the frequency resolution to the limit of the relaxed latency requirement without
significantly modifying the group delay differences across the sub-bands, and thus
without perceptible aggravation of the downwards chirp artefact.

Future Work This possible improvement could be explored in a future study.
Future work could also include:

• Implementation of a hybrid ERB-PS2-SSM2 solution. Such a solution could
allow to blur-out the lower end of the downwards chirp artefact similarly to
what seems to be occurring in the Micro POG pedal (see Figure 22).

47For a sampling rate of 44100 Hz.
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• Identifying the source of the harmonic distortion observed at the output of the
ERB-PS2 solution in response to the sine sweep. This would provide valuable
insights for improving future designs.
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A Bandlimited Full Wave Rectifying
The absolute value function can be approximated by Taylor series expansion so as to
provide a modulator with bandlimited output in response to a band-limited input.
Specifically, the function can rewritten into the form (1 + xb)

α where xb = x2 − 1
and α = 1

2
. This corresponds to the binomial case of the Taylor series expansion.

Thus:

|x| =
∞∑
k=0

(
1
2

k

)
(x2 − 1)k. (44)

The third order approximation is:

|x| ≈ 5

16
+

15

16
x2 − 5

16
x4 +

1

16
x6. (45)

The above approximation has a nonzero value at the origin. An offset can nev-
ertheless be applied for proper repositioning at the y-axis origin. This however
requires scaling the x-axis so as to ensure that the approximation function of |x| has
maximum value 1 which is reached at x = ±1. The scaled an offseted approximation
meeting these requirements is:

|x(t)|3 = c1x2 + c2x4 + c3x6, (46)

where c1 = 1.60, c2 = −0.91 and c3 = 0.31.
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Figure 28: a) Full-wave rectifying b) Power of two c) Band-limited full-wave recti-
fying

As represented in Figure 28, the approximated waveshape curve comprise a
smooth transition around x = 0, unlike the full-wave rectifier. Consequently, if
the input is ban limited, the output signal is band-limited also. More specifically,
the input signal’s bandwidth is expanded by a factor corresponding to the degree
of the Taylor series approximation. Figure 29 represents the waveshape response
curves in decibel for the power-of-two, full-wave rectifier and its approximation. As
pictured, the relatively low-order approximation of the full-wave rectifier only pro-
vides a slight improvement of a couple of decibels over the power-of-two case. It
is doubtful that such modest improvement would justify the increased computa-
tional cost. In alternative, post-processing solutions for compensating the nonlinear
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response of the power-of-two waveshaper could prove more advantageous. For ex-
ample, a dynamic compressor could be employed at waveshaper’s output. Such a
solution however incurs added latency.
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Figure 29: Dynamic response of the full-wave rectifier, power-of-two and band-
limited full-wave rectifier waveshapers.
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